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Abstract 
 

 

This project investigates the cognitive linguistic categories that structure the Old Irish 

landscape lexicon. The semantics of basic landscape vocabulary are differentiated based on 

collocate analysis and close reading of relevant text passages. Terms are compared across 

subdomains in order to identify linguistic categories that apply to the overall landscape 

lexicon. The analysis shows distinctions of (a) DOMESTICATED vs. WILD landscape features, 

and (b) LANDMARKS vs. NON-LANDMARKS. These distinctions are motivated by a combination 

of the interactional properties (a, b) and the independent salience (b) of the landscape 

features. Understanding the cognitive linguistic categories of Old Irish landscape vocabulary 

provides insight into how medieval Irish society conceptualized the natural world.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Landscape is universal to human experience, as every society lives in or with the landscape. 

This universal existence of the landscape has often been taken as an indication of the 

universal nature of landscape vocabulary. Terms for landscape features have, therefore, 

frequently been included in lists of basic vocabulary. For instance, Swadesh (1952) includes 

‘mountain’, ‘lake’, ‘river’, ‘sea’, and ‘forest’ in his list of the 200 most basic words, and 

Campbell (1998) considers “frequently encountered aspects of the natural world (mountain, 

river, cloud and the like)” (348) to be part of the basic vocabulary.
1
 It is intuitive to consider 

landscape vocabulary a basic area of the lexicon, due to the universal existence of natural 

landscape features. However, claiming that every language has a word for ‘mountain’ 

overlooks the semantic variation expressed by such lexical items and the cognitive linguistic 

realities behind this variation. The ways in which language is mapped onto the natural world 

vary greatly across languages. 

Different cultures and languages have developed in different landscapes. This has 

resulted in significant variation in the ways in which speech communities conceptualize, label 

and describe landscape features. For instance, the English forest could be translated as hi in 

Duna, a language spoken in Papua New Guinea. But hi has a general notion of ‘outdoor, 

undomesticated space’ or ‘outside’, and only a potential for the presence of trees (Burenhult 

et al. 2017, 458). Hi and forest do not express to the same concept, so using them as 

translation equivalents results in the partial loss of their semantic content. The semantic 

variation and varying categorization of landscape vocabulary provides fruitful grounds for 

linguistic research. The field of landscape semantics, building on Burenhult and Levinson 

(2008), has taken up the investigation of this topic and pursues an understanding of the 

cognitive linguistic categories that structure landscape terminology, as well as cross-linguistic 

similarities and differences in how these categories are structured and manifest themselves. 

Previous landscape semantic investigations have focussed on modern languages, largely 

based on field work and the consultation of native speakers’ intuitions. Applying landscape 

semantics to a historical language can be equally productive. Historical landscape semantic 

investigations can shed light on how past speech communities conceptualized the natural 

world. 

                                                 
1
 For an overview of different approaches to defining the basic vocabulary and how Swadesh arrived at his list 

see Kaplan (2017). 
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Previous semantic investigations of Old Irish landscape terminology have largely been 

carried out by Liam Mac Mathúna (e.g. 1987; 1988; 1993; 2004; 2007). He focused on 

differentiating lexical items within subfields of landscape vocabulary (e.g. water expanses, 

heights, plains), tracing their etymologies, and identifying patterns of semantic change. The 

semantic differentiation presented in his studies is a starting point for developing a detailed 

understanding of the Old Irish landscape lexicon. Combining this approach with landscape 

semantics allows for the investigation of how the landscape vocabulary was categorized, 

providing a more thorough understanding of its cognitive linguistic structure. Corpus 

linguistics and the electronic availability of Old Irish material have greatly improved since L. 

Mac Mathúna’s studies, allowing for a significantly larger corpus to be investigated. 

The present study is limited to a synchronic investigation of the basic Old Irish 

landscape lexicon. Diachronic changes in cognitive linguistic categorization would also make 

for an interesting investigation, but this would go beyond the scope of the present project. 

The term basic vocabulary is used to refer to lexical items that are attested frequently in the 

investigated corpus and used in multiple genres. These lexical items are considered to 

represent the generic, unmarked terms for the respective landscape features. Similar 

definitions of basic are used in other semantic investigations, for instance in investigations of 

basic colour terms (e.g. Biggam 2012, 21), and in other areas of linguistics, such as 

investigations of basic locative constructions (e.g. Levinson and Wilkins 2006, 15). Referring 

to language features as basic does not imply that they are identical across languages, but that 

they are found in (almost) all languages. The combination of frequent attestation within 

languages and existence across languages makes basic language features ideal grounds for the 

study of linguistic variation. 

This study aims to provide a detailed understanding of the semantics and cognitive 

linguistic structure of the basic Old Irish landscape vocabulary by combing L. Mac 

Mathúna’s approach with landscape semantics. The investigation is based on a corpus of 

electronically available Old Irish material that was compiled for this project. A discussion of 

how the corpus was compiled can be found in chapter 3.1 and all texts that are included in the 

corpus, including their bibliographic information, can be found in appendix 1. The following 

research questions are pursued: 

 

(1) Which basic landscape terms did Old Irish have? 

(a) Which terms given in the dictionary are frequently found in the 

 investigated corpus? 
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(b) What information about the terms’ semantics do their collocates provide? 

(c) What landscape features do the terms refer to? 

(d) What genres and contexts are the terms used in?  

(e) If there are multiple terms within a subfield of landscape vocabulary, how 

 do they differ from one another? 

 

(2) How is the Old Irish landscape vocabulary structured?  

(a) Are the same semantic differences found in multiple lexical subfields? 

(b) What information about the cognitive structure of the landscape lexicon do 

  the semantics of the lexical items provide? 

(c) Are there multiple layers of semantic categories? If yes, how are they  

  organized? 

(d) What motivations might there be for the way in which the semantic field is 

  structured? 

 

A pilot study investigating Old Irish words for ‘forest’ was conducted to ensure that 

the methodology would yield results. Collocate analysis in combination with close readings 

of text passages containing ambiguous or unexpected collocates allowed for the semantic 

differentiation of the two most frequent ‘forest’ terms in the corpus; fid and caill. While the 

Electronic Dictionary of the Irish Language (eDIL) implies a semantic difference between fid 

and caill in its definition of fid: “wood or grove: distinguished fr. 1 caill” 

(https://dil.ie/21999), it does not provide any information about the nature of this difference. 

The present author is not aware of any previous studies investigating the precise semantics of 

these terms. In the corpus, fid collocates with terms implying human use of the forest, such as 

immirge ‘herd’, which indicates that this forest was used for grazing livestock. Caill, on the 

other hand, appears more distant from the sphere of human influence, as it does not have such 

collocates. Based on this, a semantic distinction between fid ‘forest (domesticated)’ and caill 

‘forest (wild)’ is postulated. The differentiation of DOMESTICATED and WILD landscapes 

suggested by the pilot study appears intuitive for an agricultural society that lives in close 

connection with the landscape. The interactional properties of landscape features and their 

utilitarian significance for the speech community often feature prominently in semantic 

categorizations (cf. Burenhult and Levinson 2008, 142). A hypothesized distinction of 

DOMESTICATED and WILD landscape features, thus, serves as starting point for the 

investigation of the cognitive linguistic categories of the basic Old Irish landscape lexicon. 

 Chapter 2 provides an overview of important concepts and previous research that 

informed the study’s approach and methodological design. The chapter begins with an 

introduction to Old Irish, the surviving Old Irish material, and the connection the medieval 

https://dil.ie/21999
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Irish population had with the landscape in general and with specific landscape features 

(chapter 2.1). The following section deals with the field of landscape semantics and covers 

important concepts as well as previous research in the field (chapter 2.2). Thereafter, previous 

research in historical semantics and relevant methods are outlined (chapter 2.3). Chapter 3 

discusses the material used (chapter 3.1), and the methodological approach employed for the 

semantic differentiation and the analysis of semantic categories (chapter 3.2). Chapter 4 

presents and discusses the results of the study. It begins with a discussion of the pilot study of 

Old Irish terms for ‘forest’ (chapter 4.1). The chapter then details the semantic differentiation 

of all lexical items under investigation in order to answer research question one (chapter 4.2). 

Then, the cognitive linguistic structures identified based on the semantic differentiation are 

analysed to provide an answer to research question two (chapter 4.3). Chapter 5 gives a brief 

summary of the project and presents the main findings of the study. 

 

 

2. Background 

 

Before the lexical field can be investigated, it is necessary to gain an understanding of the 

language and society of the Old Irish period, as well as previous research in landscape 

semantics, historical semantics, and corpus linguistics. Any thorough investigation of 

semantics depends on an understanding of the linguistic, historical, and social context. In 

order to provide the basis for investigating the lexical items in context, this chapter begins 

with an overview of the period in which Old Irish was used and the connection speakers of 

Old Irish had with the landscape (chapter 2.1). Important concepts from the field of landscape 

semantics are then introduced, as they form key aspects of the present study (chapter 2.2). To 

provide an understanding of the ways in which landscape semantics can be applied to a 

historical language, the chapter then gives an overview of approaches and methods used in 

historical semantics, including the use of corpus linguistics (chapter 2.3).
2
 

 

2.1 Old Irish and the Medieval Irish Landscape 

The term Old Irish refers to the language used in Ireland in the 8
th

 and 9
th

 centuries (Stifter 

2010, 55).
3
 This is the earliest period of any Celtic language for which enough material 

                                                 
2
 The discussion is limited to approaches that are similar in scope and investigated material to the present study. 

3
 For a detailed discussion of Early Irish, the stages of the Irish language from prehistory to the 12

th
 century AD, 

see Stifter (2010). 
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survives to allow for a detailed synchronic description (Stifter 2010, 59). It is assumed that 

the Irish literary tradition started in the 7
th

 century; however, no manuscripts from that time 

survive (Stifter 2006, 9). The language of the surviving Old Irish texts shows hardly any 

dialectal variation, so that it can be assumed that Old Irish was a literary standard rather than 

the commonly spoken language (Stifter 2006, 10).
4
 The Old Irish lexicon is largely inherited 

from Indo-European and Common Celtic, but it also contains prehistoric loans from 

unidentifiable sources, as well as loans from Latin and British Celtic (Stifter 2010, 60).
5
 

Much of the surviving corpus of medieval Irish literature consists of texts found in 

manuscripts written in monastic centres c. 900-1200 AD (Doyle 2015, 12). Even though most 

texts are copies from the Middle Irish period, some of them can be dated to the Old Irish 

period based on linguistic features (Ní Mhaonaigh 2006, 34). Vernacular glosses and 

marginalia found in Latin manuscripts are important early sources of Old Irish. Many of these 

were preserved in monastic libraries in Continental Europe (Stifter 2010, 55). As Old Irish 

manuscripts were written in a monastic setting, it is unsurprising that there are ecclesiastical 

writings, including saints’ lives, hymns, and religious poems (Ó Cathasaigh 2006, 11–17). 

However, secular literature has also survived, such as prose tales, histories and genealogies, 

legal texts, wisdom literature, and secular poetry (Ó Cathasaigh 2006, 17–26).  

 The importance of the natural world in medieval Irish society is confirmed by its 

frequent mention in a variety of text types. Old Irish legal texts and commentaries on legal 

texts provide information about farming practices and other aspects of daily life, including 

laws governing different parts of the landscape (Bhreathnach 2018, 24–25; Kelly 1997, 7, 

11). Wisdom texts contain descriptions of a variety of aspects of medieval Irish life, including 

observations of nature (Kelly 1997, 14). Moreover, descriptions of the landscape can be 

found in early Irish sagas (Bhreathnach 2014, 12). Genealogies contain many terms for 

landscape features, especially in place names which were used to tie people to their 

territories, and, thereby, strengthen territorial claims (Bhreathnach 2014, 10–11).  

In order to fully understand the semantics of Old Irish landscape vocabulary, 

familiarity with the relationship Old Irish society had with the landscape is needed. Evidence 

from literary and archaeological sources points to the existence of rolling pastures and a 

cattle-based economy in medieval Ireland (Ó Cróinín 1995, 86). Cattle was the most common 

                                                 
4
 While the manuscripts do not provide evidence for geographical variation, there is evidence for stylistic 

variation in lexicon and syntax (McCone 1989, 82ff). For a discussion of potential evidence for dialectal 

variation in Old Irish see Murray (2005). 
5
 For an overview of the chronology of Latin loanwords into Early Irish see Mc Manus (1983). For discussions 

of pre-Indo-European surviving in Irish see, for instance, Schrijver (2000; 2005) and the conflicting view in 

Isaac (2003).   
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form of currency, with the milch cow as the basic unit (Kelly 1988, 113). This persisted even 

after coinage had been introduced (Kelly 1988, 113). The large number of place names using 

the element mag ‘plain’ indicates the importance of these fertile regions (Bhreathnach 2014, 

11). Legal texts show that the land was divided into different categories, depending on its 

quality for agriculture and the ways in which it was used (Kelly 1997, 394ff; Ó Cróinín 1995, 

86, 90). Woodland was an economic resource that supplied wood for heating and building, as 

well as grazing grounds and food for humans and livestock (Ó Cróinín 1995, 86–87). Bodies 

of water were important for medieval Irish society too. Genealogies contain many examples 

of rivers being used as boundary landmarks that defined kingdoms (Bhreathnach 2014, 11). 

The sea was valuable for Ireland’s economy, since it presented opportunities for trade with 

external kingdoms (Bhreathnach 2014, 14). Legal texts also govern valuable resources from 

the sea, such as seaweed and whales, and the ownership of goods carried off by water and 

deposited elsewhere (Kelly 1988, 107–8, 277). Medieval Ireland had a range of landscape 

features with varying significances and uses. Each type of landscape feature allowed for 

different ways of interaction with the landscape and, therefore, different ways in which the 

people saw and conceptualized the natural world. 

  

2.2 Landscape Semantics 

What makes landscape interesting from a linguistic point of view is not its physical variation, 

but the different ways in which language is mapped onto the landscape. The semantic 

variation and varying cognitive linguistic structures resulting from different 

conceptualizations of the landscape are interesting areas of investigation. The study of 

landscape semantics largely builds on the studies presented in Burenhult and Levinson (2008) 

and Mark et al. (2011). Landscape terms tend to be organized following recurring conceptual 

templates, so-called semplates (Levinson and Burenhult 2009, 153–54). Semplates structure 

the sense relations between lexical items. For instance, Yélî Dnye, a language spoken on 

Rossel Island, Papua New Guinea, has a vector semplate that operates on land, river and sea 

terminology (Levinson and Burenhult 2009, 155). The vectors indicate a direction against, 

with or across a prevailing force such as gravity or the flow of water and can be seen in 

motion verbs as well as nouns referring to the heads, tails and transits of these vectors 

(Levinson and Burenhult 2009, 156). Semplates bring structure to the lexicon and can 

provide insight into its semantic, conceptual and cultural aspects (Levinson and Burenhult 

2009, 166–67). 
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Another concept that is closely tied to landscape semantics is ethnophysiography, a 

term coined by Mark and Turk (2003a). Ethnophysiography examines the conceptualization 

of the natural landscape by investigating landscape terms, their meaning across languages and 

cultures, and the use of generic terms and proper names to refer to landscape features (Mark 

and Turk 2003b; Turk, Mark, and Stea 2011, 25). There are different factors that motivate 

linguistic categorisations: the independent salience of landscape features, their interactional 

properties with the speech community, and cultural or linguistic models present in the speech 

community (i.e. semplates) (Burenhult and Levinson 2008, 142). In most languages, the 

landscape lexicon exhibits a combination of these motivational factors (Burenhult and 

Levinson 2008, 143). The varying ways in which landscape vocabulary is realized and 

structured provide insight into how speech communities conceptualize the natural world. 

Landscape semantic investigations examine a language’s landscape terms, the 

physical objects they denote, and the relations between landscape terms. Bohnemeyer et al. 

(2004) have produced an elicitation guide for field researchers that targets the elicitation of 

information relevant for understanding landscape categorization and place naming. The guide 

is based on frequently asked questions in landscape semantics, such as how the landscape is 

divided into categories, what places are named, and what the referential relation between 

landscape terms and place names is (Bohnemeyer et al. 2004, 76). The elicitation guide and 

the theoretical notions outlined above are aimed at investigations of living languages, 

frequently based on field work and the consultation of native speakers’ intuitions. The 

historical semantic investigation undertaken in this project aims to answer similar research 

questions. Due to the nature of the evidence, the methods need to be adapted in order to allow 

for a semantic investigation without the opportunity to consult native speakers.  

 Previous research has emphasized the need for semantic investigations of landscape 

terminology by highlighting the significant cross-linguistic variation in landscape 

categorizations. For instance, Burenhult et al. (2017) have shown the vast difference between 

words for ‘forest’ in a sample of indigenous languages from around the world. Holton (2011) 

has investigated the conceptualization of the same landscape by two unrelated language 

communities, showing the variation in cross-linguistic categorization. Other studies in 

landscape semantics have focussed on detailed descriptions of the landscape terminology and 

categorization in single languages to provide an understanding of a speech community’s 

mental representation of the landscape. Many of these investigations focus on a limited part 

of the landscape, such as hydrological terminology (e.g. Burenhult 2008), land- and seascape 

features (e.g. Grenoble, McMahan, and Petrussen 2019; Heyes 2011; Levinson 2008), or 
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landforms (e.g. Rybka 2015). 

 As mentioned above, the methods of landscape semantics were developed for work 

with living languages, often through the consultation of native speakers’ intuitions. In order 

to be able to apply the ideas of landscape semantics to Old Irish, the methods need to be 

adapted. Some questions typically asked in landscape semantic research are difficult, if not 

impossible, to answer under these circumstances. For instance, while the structural 

characteristics of landscape terminology can still be discerned, it might not be possible to 

reach certainty of a landscape term’s precise denotation. The surviving language material 

might simply not provide enough data to deduce such details. Nevertheless, historical 

semantic investigations of the surviving Old Irish material can provide insight into the 

semantics and cognitive linguistic structure of its landscape terminology. 

 

2.3 Historical Semantics and Corpus Linguistics 

As the name indicates, historical semantics is the study of semantics from a historical 

perspective. Most commonly, the term historical semantics is applied to diachronic studies 

covering varying extents of time and tracing semantic changes (Allan and Robinson 2012, 1). 

But synchronic studies of historical languages or historical stages of a language also fall 

within the field of historical semantics. One of the big issues for historical semanticists is the 

limited nature of the surviving language material. It is important to be as objective as the 

imperfect evidence allows (Biggam 2012, 130). Sense relations typically applied to lexical 

items, such as antonymy or synonymy, cannot always be applied to historical languages with 

small amounts of surviving data due to the limitations of the evidence. Biggam (1997), 

therefore, suggests alternative sense relations for historical semantics. She uses the following 

terms: identification indicating a potentially synonymous relationship, contrast indicating a 

difference in meaning that cannot be satisfactorily explained, and containment indicating 

suspected hyponymy (Biggam 1997, 34–35). This terminology highlights the often tentative 

nature of historical semantics: sense relations and meanings might be suspected and 

indicated, but there is rarely enough evidence for certainty. 

Historical semantic research makes use of a variety of sources, such as dictionaries, 

thesauruses
6
 and electronically searchable corpora including tools for searching and analysing 

corpora (Allan and Robinson 2012, 4–5). The research questions that can be answered 

                                                 
6
 The use of thesauruses in historical semantic research is not discussed here, as no resource comparable to the 

Historical Thesaurus of the Oxford English Dictionary (HTOED) currently exists for Old Irish. Information 

about the HTOED and how to use it for historical semantics can be found in chapter 6 in Kay and Allan (2015). 
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depend on the resource used. Dictionaries provide historical semanticists with a starting point 

for investigations and can provide information about attestations of lexical items (Allan 2012, 

18). Even so, the information needs to be examined critically, since our surviving evidence is 

incomplete. While dictionary citations can be considered a corpus, using them as the sole 

basis for historical semantic research is problematic.
7
 Citations are usually short and only 

contain a limited amount of context. Additionally, citations are chosen by lexicographers to 

illustrate the sense they have identified for a term and their number does not necessarily 

correlate with a term’s frequency in the language. Historical semanticists should, therefore, 

make use of sources other than dictionaries to confirm and expand the semantic information. 

It is important to keep in mind that words do not create meaning in isolation, but have 

complex semantic relationships with other words (Durkin 2009, 231). Meaning is often 

created in contrast with other lexical items and semantic investigations, therefore, benefit 

from the analysis of entire lexical fields in order to identify and explain semantic 

relationships. For a thorough understanding of a term’s semantics, its social, cultural,  

historical, and political context need to be taken into account (Biggam 2012, 143). 

Interdisciplinary approaches provide the necessary contextual information. The study of the 

meanings of words in the context of the knowledge and beliefs of a speech community is part 

of cognitive semantics (Kay and Allan 2015, 132). Languages usually avoid having multiple 

words with the exact same meaning and context of use (Kay and Allan 2015, 88).
8
 It can, 

thus, be assumed that lexical items within a lexical field differ in sense, semantic range, 

register, or regional distribution. Semantic investigations should aim to identify these 

differences. 

Since the surviving language material of any historical language constitutes a corpus, 

corpus linguistics offers ideal methods for approaching historical language data. Historical 

semantic investigations are frequently carried out through collocate analysis; the analysis of 

words that co-occur in language. This builds on the ideas of John R. Firth (1957) who 

famously said that “you shall know a word by the company it keeps” (11).
9
 The semantics of 

lexical items can, therefore, be inferred from context. An overlap in collocations reveals 

                                                 
7
 The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) provides a database of all its quotations that presents better grounds for 

linguistic research than the citations of individual headwords. See Hoffmann (2004) and Rohdenburg  (2013) for 

discussions of the use of this database. EDIL does not currently provide this type of resource. 
8
 In some literary genres, lexical items are chosen based on meter and alliteration rather than semantic nuances. 

Multiple terms might, therefore, be used synonymously. It is, however, unlikely that more than one lexical item 

represents the basic, unmarked way of referring to something. 
9
 Natural Language Processing (NLP) uses quantitative approaches based on the same ideas. As the surviving 

corpus of Old Irish does not contain enough data for the use of quantitative methods, NLP is not discussed here. 
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similar conceptual content, while differences in collocations indicate semantic differences 

(Desagulier 2014, 146). As collocates reveal a term’s semantics, differences in collocates 

provide evidence for distinguishing near synonyms. This allows for the semantic 

differentiation of lexical items within a lexical field and the identification of subtle semantic 

differences. Sagi, Kaufmann and Clark (2012) point out that the range of contexts in which a 

term occurs indicates its breadth or narrowness (163).
10

 As their study used a larger amount 

of data than is available for the study of Old Irish, their methodology is not applicable. 

Nevertheless, the idea that the range of contexts indicates semantic breadth or narrowness can 

be applied. This helps distinguish basic terms for landscape features with a broad semantic 

range from narrower, specialized terms that are used in limited contexts. 

Previous research in historical semantics has investigated a variety of lexical fields. 

Most prominently, Carole P. Biggam (e.g. 1997; 1998; 2012; 2015) has carried out extensive 

research in the historical semantics of English colour terms, both diachronically and 

synchronically. Her research combines the use of all resources available to historical 

semanticists: dictionaries, thesauruses, and corpora. She uses dictionaries and thesauruses to 

identify all potentially relevant terms and then searches for these terms in corpora. The 

semantics of the target terms are investigated based on the referents of the colour terms, as 

well as the broader context expressed by paragraphs, chapters or entire texts (Biggam 2012, 

127). Her approach to historical semantics is an interdisciplinary one that highlights the 

importance of understanding the physical,
11

 social, historical, and political context when 

investigating historical semantics. 

Which methods of historical semantics or corpus linguistics can be applied and what 

insight they can provide depends on the availability of evidence and the extent to which 

material has been annotated. As there is currently no lemmatized and POS-tagged corpus 

available for the study of Old Irish semantics, the application of corpus linguistic methods 

involves a considerable degree of manual labour.
12

 Moreover, not all Old Irish material is 

available in machine-readable format. Therefore, the amount of data that can be investigated 

is limited. Nevertheless, the ideas and methods of corpus linguistics can be adapted to 

                                                 
10

 Context in their terminology refers to the text surrounding a word and is comparable to analysing collocates. 
11

 Physical here refers to plants, animals, and other elements of the natural world that were present in the 

historical period under investigation. Only things that were present in the investigated area and period provide 

useful information for historical semanticists. 
12

 There are digital resources for the study of Old Irish that incorporate POS-tagging, such as Corpus 

Palaeohibernicum (Stifter et al. 2021), the database based on the Milan glosses (Griffith and Stifter 2013), and 

similar databases based on other glosses. However, most of the glosses are rather brief and thus do not provide 

enough context for semantic investigations.  
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investigate the available data. As discussed above, collocates are an important concept in 

corpus linguistics that can inform semantic investigations. The range of collocates relating to 

different contexts can be taken as an indication of semantic breadth or narrowness. 

Limitations of the overall surviving corpus of Old Irish lead most researchers to combine 

quantitative and qualitative approaches (Lash, Qiu, and Stifter 2020a, 4).
13

 For the present 

study, this means that the findings of collocate analysis are confirmed and expanded 

qualitatively through close reading of selected text passages. The data needs to be examined 

carefully in order to avoid unfounded overgeneralizations. 

Previous semantic investigations of Old Irish landscape terminology have largely been 

carried out by Liam Mac Mathúna. He has investigated and differentiated lexical items in 

various lexical fields, such as heights (1988), plains (2004), and water expanses (1987). 

Additionally, he has examined the topographical lexicon and its relationship with place 

names attested in the saga literature (1993), and combined his findings from different lexical 

field studies in order to assess the early Irish topographical lexicon more fully (2007). L. Mac 

Mathúna’s studies use dictionary entries to identify relevant terms and then engage in close 

readings of tokens from selected Old Irish texts. The semantics of different terms within a 

lexical field are compared and differentiated based on their context of use. The approach is, 

thus, comparable to that used by Biggam. The focus of L. Mac Mathúna’s (2007) comparison 

of lexical fields was on tracing etymologies and identifying patterns of semantic change. 

The present study’s approach to semantic differentiation is similar to those employed 

by Biggam and L. Mac Mathúna. As corpus linguistics and electronic availability of Old Irish 

material have greatly improved since L. Mac Mathúna’s studies, a significantly larger corpus 

can be considered. This warrants a re-examination of the evidence that provides a more 

detailed understanding of the semantics of the Old Irish landscape vocabulary. The 

application of landscape semantics provides a new perspective. Instead of focusing on 

etymologies and semantic changes, this study investigates the synchronic state of the lexical 

subfields and the cognitive semantic categories that structure the basic Old Irish landscape 

vocabulary. 

 

 

  

                                                 
13

 For examples of corpus linguistic investigations of the morphosyntax of medieval Celtic languages see the 

studies in Lash, Qiu, and Stifter (2020b). 
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3. Material and Methodology 

 

3.1 Material 

The semantic investigation undertaken in this study is based on a corpus of Old Irish 

literature. The corpus was compiled for this project and consists of electronically available 

Old Irish texts. A list of all texts included in the corpus, including which genres they are 

assigned to and the full bibliographic information of the editions used, can be found in 

appendix 1. All texts are taken from one of the following online databases: the Corpus of 

Electronic Texts (CELT)
14

 (University College Cork 2020) or Thesaurus Linguae Hibernicae 

(TLH) (University College Dublin 2011). The classification of whether texts were written in 

Old Irish, a combination of Old and Middle Irish, or Middle Irish is adopted from the 

judgements of previous editors as indicated in CELT and TLH.
15

 All texts listed as ‘Old Irish’ 

in either database are included in the corpus. Some texts listed as ‘Old and Middle Irish’ in 

CELT are also included because they contain a large number of relevant text passages. As 

most surviving Old Irish text material is found in manuscripts from the Middle Irish period or 

later, and drawing strict lines between the two stages of the language is not always possible, 

including texts that might contain both Old and Middle Irish is not considered a problem.
16

 

Additionally, Biggam (2012) has pointed out that in data-restricted historical semantic studies 

“the researcher is entitled to stray outside the geographical and chronological limits of his or 

her project to a nearby time and place” (149). The limited amount of data available can be 

supplemented with additional material from a slightly later time period without 

compromising the study’s results.  

The majority of texts in the corpus (59%) are from Old Irish saga literature, which 

mostly consists of narrative prose, but also contains poetic insertions. The remainder of the 

corpus is made up of texts from other genres: historical writings, genealogies, legal texts, 

ecclesiastical writings, scholarly writing, and poetry. For texts taken from CELT, the 

grouping used in the database is taken as a basis for assigning texts to a genre.
17

 For texts 

                                                 
14

 It should be noted that CELT is not a corpus following the corpus linguistic defnition of the term.It is more 

suitable to thin of it as a database of texts. 
15

 CELT distinguishes between ‘Old Irish’, ‘Old and Middle Irish’, and ‘Middle Irish’. TLH distinguishes 

between ‘Old Irish’, ‘Middle Irish’, and ‘Early Irish’. ‘Early Irish’ covers both Old and Middle Irish. 
16

 It is difficult to determine whether scribes fully understood everything they were copying and whether 

semantic shifts had occurred between a text’s composition and its surviving copies. Divergences from norms can 

point to a lack of understanding. This shows that archaic or obscure terms and passages were sometimes copied. 

In some instances, scribes provided glosses explaining such archaisms. 
17

 Texts listed under “annalistic, historical and historicist texts” or “miscellaneous historical texts” are assigned 

to HIST. Texts listed under “vernacular law” are assigned to LAW. Texts listed under “genealogy, regnal lists, 
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taken from TLH, judgements about the genre are based on the information provided in the 

database and additional information found in CODECS (A. G. van Hamel Foundation for 

Celtic Studies 2010). Having texts from multiple genres allows for the establishment of terms 

as basic. Occurrence in multiple genres shows that terms are not restricted to one genre. The 

terms are, therefore, taken to represent the unmarked way of referring to a given landscape 

feature.  

The widespread use of poetry across genres makes it more appropriate to think of it as 

a form distinct from prose rather than a separate genre. The majority of Old Irish narrative 

literature was written in prosimetrum, the integration of verse passages into prose texts (Ní 

Mhaonaigh 2006, 43). Poetry can also be found in texts from other genres, for instance 

genealogies (Mac Cana 1989, 131). With the exception of scholarly writing, which only 

contains one text (Traigshruth Firchertne), all genres in the corpus contain texts that are 

partially or fully written in verse. As poetry can be used in saga literature (e.g. poetic 

passages in both recensions of the Táin Bó Cúailnge), ecclesiastical writing (e.g. Félire 

Óengusso), genealogical and historical writing (e.g. The Colloquy between Fintan and the 

Hawk of Achill), and legal texts (poetic passages in Lebor na Cert), the choice between prose 

and verse appears to be a stylistic one. The label ‘poetry’ is maintained for texts that are listed 

as such in CELT and TLH, but it should be kept in mind that texts from other genres are also 

written in verse. Any variation between attestations and collocations in poetry and the other 

categories is a result of textual form. Table 1 gives an overview of the sizes of the overall 

corpus and the individual sub-corpora. The total amount of poetry is larger than indicated in 

the table. 

Table 1: Corpus and Sub-Corpora Size (Given in Words) 

Genre Abbreviation Words  % of corpus 

Narrative literature NAR 161 878 58.7% 

Genealogies and historical 

writing 

GEN + HIST 58 066 21.1% 

Ecclesiastical writing ECC 35 257 12.8% 

Legal texts LAW 14 370 5.2% 

Poetry POET 5 670 2.1% 

Scholarly writing SCOL 476 0.2% 

Total  275 717 100% 

                                                                                                                                                        
synchronisms” are assigned to GEN. Texts listed under “ecclesiology” are assigned to ECC. Texts listed under 

“narrative literature” are assigned to NAR. Texts listed under “poetry” are assigned to POET. Texts listed under 

“grammar, metrics, poetics, lexicology and literary scholarship” are assigned to SCOL. For more information 

about the different genres, see the discussion in Ó Cathasaigh (2006). 
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While this is not a balanced representation of the surviving Old Irish material, the 

surviving material itself is most likely not a balanced representation of the originally written 

Old Irish literature or the everyday language spoken in early medieval Ireland.
18

 Including a 

large number of texts that contain lexical items referring to landscape features was considered 

more important than keeping the sub-corpora at comparable sizes. The transcription or 

digitization of additional texts would have gone beyond the scope of this project. Previous 

research has pointed out that legal texts, commentaries, and wisdom texts can provide insight 

into Early Irish landscapes (Kelly 1997, 6–14). Unfortunately, only one legal text was 

electronically available in the databases employed for corpus compilation. These potentially 

highly informative genres are, therefore, underrepresented in this study. Despite potential 

issues regarding the corpus’ representativeness and balance, it can shed light on the semantics 

of Old Irish landscape terminology as long as the limitations of the data are kept in mind. The 

corpus provides good evidence for the semantics exhibited in narrative literature, and can 

confirm widespread use through attestations in other genres. It can, therefore, be used 

productively to investigate the semantics of basic landscape vocabulary in narrative literature. 

There is no attempt at analysing semantic differences between genres, since the 

differences in sub-corpora sizes do not allow for such comparisons. Attestations in multiple 

genres are merely taken as indicators of a term’s widespread use. However, it should be noted 

that, if a term only occurs in the narrative literature sub-corpus, this might be due to 

limitations of the corpus and the small size of the other sub-corpora. This does not necessarily 

indicate a term’s restriction to use in saga literature. However, if a term is only found in one 

of the other subcorpora, this might indicate that it is restricted to that genre. A corpus 

containing larger samples of language from genres other than narrative literature would be 

needed to provide a higher degree of certainty about a term’s use outside narrative literature. 

The present corpus and study provide a starting point for landscape semantic investigations of 

Old Irish. Tendencies and hypotheses formulated based on this corpus will need to be 

confirmed through investigation of a larger amount of the surviving language material. 

 

3.2 Methodology 

The target terms for the corpus linguistic investigation are identified based on searches in the 

Electronic Dictionary of the Irish Language (eDIL) (2019). Using the dictionary’s advanced 

search function, lexical items containing landscape terms in their English definitions are 

                                                 
18

 No calculation of the amount of the surviving Old Irish material exists, so the proportions of the sub-corpora 

cannot be compared to the overall proportions of the different genres. 
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collected. The landscape terms searched for include basic landscape terms (e.g. forest, 

mountain, lake, ...), alongside additional landscape terms that appear in the definitions of the 

initial searches (e.g. rivulet in the search for river). Landscape terms are considered relevant 

if they refer to landscape features that have been described as important in medieval Ireland 

in previous research (e.g. Kelly 1997) or are known to exist in present-day Ireland.  

 Due to the large amount of spelling variation, inflectional endings, and initial 

mutations,
19

 the corpus has to be searched for a variety of possible forms for each target term. 

Lists of possible forms are based on the ‘forms’ section of the entries in eDIL, additional 

forms found in the entries’ citations in eDIL, and spelling variations encountered as collocates 

of other lexical items.
20

 All tokens resulting from these searches are pulled from the corpus 

and saved for analysis. The corpus includes two recensions of the Táin Bó Cúailnge. The 

poem Caíni Amra Laisin m-Bran is also contained in Immram Brain. Tokens that are identical 

in multiple texts are only considered once. In order to exclude homographs or irrelevant 

senses of polysemous words (e.g. linn ‘drink’ and linn ‘with us’ for linn ‘pool of water’
21

), all 

tokens are checked manually. Lexical items that yield less than 15 relevant tokens are 

excluded from the investigation, as they are not considered basic landscape terms due to their 

relative infrequency.
22

 Relevant refers to tokens of the target term used as a common noun for 

a landscape feature. Each token is assigned to a genre based on the text it is found in. Lexical 

items that are restricted to a single genre are excluded, as occurrence in multiple genres is 

considered an important indicator of a term’s basicness. However, the number of tokens 

cannot be taken as an indication of a terms frequency or infrequency in different genres, due 

to the unbalanced nature of the corpus. 

Landscape terms used exclusively as elements in place names are excluded from the 

investigation. Their lack of attestation as common nouns indicates that they were not in active 

use in the Old Irish period. This includes, for instance, druimm ‘ridge’ which appears in 57 

tokens as a place name element, but is only found with the sense ‘back’ as a common noun in 

the corpus (e.g. dotháet Cú Chulaind iar sin co tard a druim frisin liic ‘thereafter Cú 

                                                 
19

 Initial mutations are a distinctive feature of the Insular Celtic languages. For a discussion of this feature see 

Stifter (2010, 65-66). 
20

 Despite the extensive search strings, it is possible that not all forms were covered, so the corpus might contain 

additional tokens of the investigated terms that were not identified. 
21

 Old Irish terms are given in the form that they have as headwords in eDIL. Glosses are based on dictionary 

definitions. If the use in the corpus is not well represented by any of the definitions, a contextually more suitable 

gloss is given. 
22

 In the pilot study, semantic differentiation of all terms for ‘forest’ was attempted, irrespective of frequency. 

Relatively infrequent terms, such as fidbaid (7 tokens), did not provide enough information to differentiate their 

semantics. 15 relevant tokens was chosen as a cut off point, as this indicates a high enough frequency to qualify 

a term as basic and provides enough tokens to allow for semantic differentiation.  
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Chulainn came and brought his back against the stone’
23

 (SerCC)). If a term is used both as a 

common noun and as a place name element, the name is considered transparent and its 

collocates are included in the analysis.
24

 However, collocates for place name tokens and 

tokens of the lexical item itself are compiled in separate lists to avoid bias stemming from 

associations with individual places. While it is difficult to know for certain whether speakers 

of Old Irish thought of these place names as transparent, the limited amount of data makes it 

desirable to consider as many tokens as possible. The actions and concepts associated with a 

landscape feature can be assumed to also be connected with this landscape feature after it has 

been given a name. Including collocates of place names can contribute to the understanding 

of a term’s semantic range. 

 The semantic analysis is based on collocates – words co-occurring in a text. In order 

to infer the semantics and semantic range of the lexical items, each token is read and its 

collocates are compiled in a list and arranged into semantic categories. This is done manually 

in order to avoid treating different spellings or inflections as separate collocates. Collocates 

are only considered relevant when referring to the landscape feature or an action performed in 

the landscape. Terms applied to another sentence element do not contribute information about 

the target term’s semantics and are, therefore, not included in the collocate list. Collocates for 

a variety of parts of speech are collected in order to gain as detailed an understanding as 

possible of the target terms’ semantics. This includes nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and 

prepositions. Nouns and verbs give insight into the activities performed in and uses of the 

landscape (e.g. co n-acca in n-óclaig ocá fothrucud isind abaind ‘I saw the young warrior 

bathing himself in the river’ (TBC_R1)). Adjectives provide information about how 

landscape features were described, such as maigib réidib ‘level plains’ (TBC_LL). Adverbs 

and prepositions can signal the importance of landscape features as landmarks used for 

navigation and how people interacted with landscape features, as in co m-bátar for Cathir 

Con Roi iter (í) & muir aníar ‘until they were at Cathair Cu Roi between (an island) and the 

sea to the west’ (CuRoi). 

 All collocates are assigned to collocate categories (‘natural world’, ‘human related’, 

‘navigation and landmark’, ‘other’), which are further divided into subcategories. This 

provides insight into actions, descriptions, and uses that were associated with the target terms. 

                                                 
23

 All translations were done by the author unless otherwise indicated. 
24

 No attempt at distinguishing place names based on whether or not previous research has identified them with 

real places is made. It is assumed that the semantics of place name elements for speakers of Old Irish would not 

have differed in this regard. However, see Murray (2005) for a discussion of the potential value of place names 

in studying Medieval Irish dialectal variation. 
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The categories are based on groupings of frequently occurring collocates. A rough distinction 

of collocate categories was created after the pilot study investigating terms for ‘forest’. They 

were continuously refined in order to represent the semantic information as accurately as 

possible. The following categories and subcategories are distinguished: 

 

- natural world: ‘other landscape features’,
25

 ‘part or motion of the landscape 

feature’, ‘wildlife’, ‘vegetation’, ‘other natural elements’ 

- human related: ‘travel’, ‘violence’, ‘dwelling’, ‘domestic animals’, ‘other human 

relation’ 

- navigation and landmark: ‘location’, ‘direction’, ‘prepositions’ 

- other: ‘descriptions’, ‘figurative uses’, ‘time expressions’, ‘vision’, ‘supernatural’ 

 

The occurrence of multiple collocates belonging to the same category is taken as an 

indication that this is an important part of a term’s semantic content. For instance, fid is taken 

to mean ‘forest (domesticated)’, because it has collocates in the category ‘human related’, 

such as words belonging to the subcategory ‘domestic animals’ alongside terms for building 

things out of wood (‘other human relation’). Additionally, it occurs with a range of 

prepositions, such as i ‘in/into’, a ‘out of’ and tar ‘across/past’, indicating interaction 

between the speech community and the forest. Each collocate is assigned to a collocate 

category and subcategory based on the sense exhibited in the token at hand. This means that a 

term might be allocated to different collocate categories in different sentences. For instance, 

words translating to ‘warrior’ can indicate a battle (e.g. da indill in gilla in ngae mbolga risin 

sruth ‘then the young warrior sent the Gae Bolga (mythological spear) with the stream’ 

(TBC_LL)). In other contexts, they can refer to someone who is a warrior but is currently 

engaged in another, harmless activity (e.g. co n-acca in-óclaig ocá fothrucud isind abaind ‘I 

saw the young warrior bathing himself in the river’ (TBC_R1)). Distinguishing between how 

the collocates are used in different sentences strengthens the understanding of the target 

term’s semantics. However, the manual coding of collocates could be influenced by the 

researcher’s subjective interpretation. The results might be difficult to replicate, since other 

researchers’ intuitions about a collocate’s function might differ. 

 Clear semantic differentiation of lexical items based on collocates is not always 

possible. Close reading is used in these instances in order to disambiguate the terms’ 

semantics and confirm the semantic differences indicated by the collocate analysis. Passages 

are selected based on the occurrence of the target terms. Collocating of terms is especially 

                                                 
25

 For bodies of water, an additional distinction between collocates referring to ‘other bodies of water’ and ‘other 

landscape features’ is made. 
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useful for distinguishing their semantics, as the terms are located in close textual proximity so 

that potential semantic contrasts become more apparent. Texts which contain both terms to be 

distinguished are useful, as they provide opportunity for contrasting uses of them. Comparing 

uses across different texts is more difficult, since it is possible that the terms were used in 

slightly different ways because of regional or stylistic variation. The focus for close reading 

is, therefore, on passages from texts that contain multiple relevant terms. For instance, in the 

semantic differentiation of muir ‘sea’ and fairge ‘sea’, collocate analysis is supplemented by 

close readings of passages from Immram Brain, Ailill Aulom, Mac Con and Find ua Báiscne, 

and Tochmarc Emire where the terms collocate with each other, as well as passages from 

Aided Óenfir Aífe and Síaburcharpat Conculaind, where the terms are used in different parts 

of the texts. This approach highlights the similarities and differences between the terms and 

allows for their semantic differentiation. 

 Once the semantics of all target terms are understood, they are examined across 

subfields of the landscape vocabulary in order to identify semantic concepts that structure the 

entire lexical field. To this end, the collocate categories are compared, and categories that 

distinguish lexical items in multiple subfields are identified. Special attention is paid to 

collocate categories that semantically differentiate lexical items within subdomains, such as 

the distinction between DOMESTICATED and WILD landscapes found in fid ‘forest 

(domesticated)’ and caill ‘forest (wild)’. The significance of these categories for the Old Irish 

landscape vocabulary and their motivational factors are then discussed. 

 The limited availability of machine-readable Old Irish texts results in a lack of 

balance and representativeness of the corpus. It can, nevertheless, be used productively to 

investigate the semantics of basic Old Irish landscape terminology, especially as found in 

narrative literature. It must, however, be kept in mind that a lack of attestations in the present 

corpus does not provide conclusive evidence for a term’s non-existence in Old Irish. 

Narrowing the scope to basic landscape terms allows for the detailed semantic investigation 

of those terms. However, it is possible that subtle semantic variation is overlooked, because 

the contrasting lexical element is not frequent enough in the corpus to be considered in this 

study. Contrasting lexical elements across subfields of the landscape vocabulary allows for 

the formulation of (tentative) conclusions about its cognitive semantic categorization. 

Additional studies, based on larger corpora and investigating not only the basic but all Old 

Irish landscape terminology, will be necessary in order to test these conclusions. For such 

studies to be feasible, the availability of Old Irish material in machine-readable formats will 

need to improve and tools for POS-tagging and lemmatization will need to be developed to 
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reduce the amount of manual labour required. 

 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

 

The following discussion is based on the results of the corpus searches which were performed 

as outlined in the methodology (chapter 3.2). A pilot study investigating Old Irish words for 

‘forest’ was conducted for this project. It is discussed first to give insight into the reasoning 

behind the way of analysis of other subdomains and provide the basis for the hypothesized 

findings (chapter 4.1). As the identification of linguistic categories depends on a detailed 

understanding of each term’s semantics, the semantic differentiation of lexical items is 

undertaken first. For each lexical item, the results of the corpus analysis are outlined and its 

distinguishing semantic features are illustrated with examples from the corpus (chapter 4.2). 

For subdomains containing multiple target terms, the terms are contrasted to illustrate their 

semantic variation. Based on the semantic differentiation, cognitive linguistic categories of 

the Old Irish landscape vocabulary are identified and their structure and motivation are 

discussed (chapter 4.3). Before examining the semantics in detail, it is necessary to 

understand which terms are included and why some terms that might be considered basic or 

important are not investigated. 

 The aim of this study is to provide a detailed understanding of the semantics and 

cognitive linguistic categorization of basic Old Irish landscape terminology. Therefore, only 

terms that are attested frequently and in multiple genres are considered (see chapter 3.2). This 

covers terms for land formations and water features. Landforms include wooded landscapes 

(fid ‘forest (domesticated)’, caill ‘forest (wild)’), elevations in the landscape (slíab 

‘mountain/mountain range’, tulach ‘hill’, cnocc ‘hillock’, síd ‘fairy hill’, carn ‘artificial 

mound’), flat landscapes (mag ‘plain’), and depressions in the landscape (glenn ‘valley’). 

Water features include inland bodies of water (ab ‘river’, sruth ‘river/current’, loch ‘lake’, 

linn ‘pool of water’), and the sea (muir ‘sea’, fairge ‘sea’, ler ‘sea (poetic)’). Due to the small 

size of the corpus and the lack of frequent attestation, some terms that could be considered 

basic were not included. For instance, no term for ‘arable land’ resulted in enough tokens to 

be considered, even though medieval Irish society depended on agriculture and, thus, on this 

type of land. Similarly, there was no frequently attested term for ‘bog/marsh’ despite the 

widespread occurrence of such landforms in Ireland. Other terms, such as clúain ‘meadow’ or 
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druimm ‘ridge’, appeared almost exclusively in place names, and were, therefore, not 

considered either. 

Since the exclusion of terms that were potentially important for Old Irish society 

might affect the outcome of this study, it is important to consider why some of these terms 

might be infrequent in the corpus. One reason for the small amount of attestations of terms 

for ‘arable land’ or ‘meadow’ might be the content of the saga literature that makes up the 

majority of the corpus. While these stories largely take place in the landscape, the focus is not 

on agricultural activities but on heroic deeds. Descriptions of arable land are not important to 

the story telling. In his study of early Irish farming practices, Kelly (1997) mostly depends on 

information from legal texts, as those provide reliable references to agricultural practices. 

Only one legal text, Lebor na Cert, is included in the present study because of a lack of 

electronic availability of legal material. While this means that potentially central landscape 

terms had to be excluded, the terms that are included are significant for understanding the Old 

Irish conceptualization of the landscape. They are attested across multiple genres and used 

frequently enough to leave little doubt that they were the basic terms for the respective 

landscape features. Consequently, the following discussion is a valid starting point for 

understanding the linguistic categorization of basic Old Irish landscape terminology.  

 

4.1 Pilot Study: Terms for ‘Forest’ 

The pilot study involved the examination of Old Irish words for ‘forest’. Of all terms 

identified in the dictionary searches, only fid and caill resulted in enough tokens for semantic 

differentiation following the methods outlined in chapter 3.2. The collocates of the two terms 

were investigated in order to identify semantic differences. Table 2 gives an overview of the 

number of relevant tokens of fid and caill and table 3 shows their frequently occurring 

collocates by collocate category.  

 

Table 2: Number of Tokens of Fid and Caill per Genre and in Total 

 NAR GEN/HIST ECC LAW POET
26

 total 

fid 28 ‘forest’ 

6 place 

3 ‘forest’ 

4 place 

--- 

1 place 

1 ‘forest 

--- 

2 ‘forest’ 

--- 

34 ‘forest’ 

11 place 

caill 7 ‘forest’ 

4 place 

3 ‘forest’ 

--- 

--- 

--- 

--- 

4 place 

6 ‘forest’ 

--- 

16 ‘forest’ 

8 place 

 

                                                 
26

 As discussed in chapter 3.1, it is more appropriate to think of poetry as a form distinct from prose rather than a 

separate genre. However, the category ‘poetry’ is maintained for texts labelled ‘poetry’ in CELT and TLH. 
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Table 3: Important Collocates and Groups of Collocates of Fid and Caill by Collocate Category 

 human-use violence landmark description vegetation 

fid 

‘forest’ 

DOMESTIC 

ANIMALS; 

WOOD AS 

MATERIAL 

attack, battle; 

cut 

edge, middle; 

PREPOSITIONS 

big, oldest trees, oak, 

yew, heather, 

holly 

caill 

‘forest’ 

(church, 

refectory) 

--- --- green-leaved birch, plants 

Collocates are given in lower case. Paraphrases grouping collocates together are given in upper case. 

 

Complete collocate lists for all lexical items investigated can be found in appendix 2. The 

lists include information on collocate categories and subcategories, alongside the source texts 

they were found in. 

According to eDIL, fid has multiple senses. The sense most relevant to this study is 

‘trees (coll.), wood or grove’, but fid also has the related senses ‘tree’ and ‘wood, timber’. 

This is the forest term attested most frequently in the corpus. Most of its tokens are found in 

narrative literature, but it is also used in other genres. It refers to a part of the landscape that 

is used by humans as indicated by collocates for grazing animals (e.g. tucait dano a 

mbótháinte bó & a n-alma & a n-immirge dóib a fedaib & fásaigib in chúicid ‘then they 

brought their herds of cattle and their flocks and their herds to them out of the woods and 

uninhabited regions of the province’ (TBC_LL)) and objects made from wood (e.g. dogní 

claidiub craind isind fid ‘he makes a wooden sword in the forest’ (TBC_R1)). The fact that 

fid can also be used in the sense ‘wood, timber’ further illustrates its importance for human 

use. However, fid also collocates with terms that indicate conflict or violence, such as words 

for ‘cutting/felling’ or ‘attack’ (e.g. benaid ‘cuts down’, slechtad ‘act of cutting’, do-fúapair 

‘attacks’). A closer look at the context of these tokens reveals that the text does not refer to 

conflict or battles taking place in the wooded landscape, but the landscape itself seems to be 

under attack (e.g. lotar na slóig iarum & baslechtat rempu in fid dia claidbib riana carptib 

‘the hosts advanced then and cut down in front of them the forest with their swords for their 

chariots’ (TBC_LL)). 

Caill is given in the dictionary as ‘wood, forest’. It is used less frequently than fid and 

in more limited contexts, but it is found in multiple genres. There are some collocates that on 

first sight appear to indicate proximity to society such as eclas ‘church’ and proindtech 

‘eating-house/refectory’, which are both from Scéla Colmáin Meic Duach ocus Guairi meic 

Colmáin. A closer inspection of the context reveals, however, that this is a hermitage deep in 

the forest and far away from other human settlements. Another indication that this is a forest 
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that the medieval Irish had less interaction with is the limited number of prepositions used 

with caill; only i ‘in/into’ and for ‘on/onto’ co-occur with it in the corpus. They give rough 

positions in a wooded landscape. In contrast, fid is used with a range of prepositions, such as 

fri ‘towards’, tar ‘across/past’, and a ‘out of’, indicating a larger degree of salience of the 

human interaction with this landscape feature. 

 Contrasting the collocates of fid and caill shows that there is a semantic difference 

between the two terms that is not evident from their dictionary entries. While the dictionary 

definitions ‘wood, grove’ and ‘wood, forest’ imply a difference in size, collocate analysis 

reveals a different conceptual contrast. Fid had various uses for medieval Irish society, such 

as grazing livestock and obtaining wood as material. Caill, on the other hand, was removed 

from society and, therefore, a suitable location for a hermitage. The different ways in which 

the speech community interacted with these types of forest can also be seen in the 

prepositions used with them, and in the different locations ascribed to fid (e.g. muincend 

‘edge/outskirts’,
27

 barr ‘end/edge’), but not caill. There is also evidence from outside the 

corpus that supports the proposed distinction of fid ‘domesticated’ and caill ‘wild’. The use of 

caill in the idiom fo chaill ‘in outlawry, in hiding’ (https://dil.ie/7742) reinforces its 

interpretation as ‘wild’. Additionally, Lebor Gabála Érenn describes the taming of the wild 

forest (mór-chaill ‘big forest’) during the prehistoric domestication of Ireland (Toner 2019, 

81). Fid, on the other hand, is used in the categories of the Old Irish tree-list, which details 

the value of various types of trees (Kelly 1976; 1997, 380ff).
28

 As the tree-list distinguishes 

trees based on their economic importance, it can be assumed that it focusses on trees in 

domesticated forests. 

Based on this pilot study, it is clear that collocate analysis can be engaged 

productively to identify semantic differences between lexical items within the Old Irish 

landscape vocabulary and provide more insight into the terms’ semantics than dictionary 

entries. Ambiguities can be resolved through close reading of text passages. The semantic 

distinction ‘forest (domesticated)’ and ‘forest (wild)’ leads to the hypothesis that the lexical 

field is organized into DOMESTICATED and WILD landscape features. Such a distinction 

appears logical for an agricultural society and can be explained as motivated by the 

interactional properties and utilitarian significance of the landscape feature. The following 

                                                 
27

 The basic sense of muincend is ‘narrow expanse of sea’ which is extended to ‘place affording passage (of 

land)’ (https://dil.ie/32723). Its use in the corpus seems to be a special use of the extended sense. 
28

 The categories are airig fedo ‘nobles of the wood’, aithig fedo ‘commoners of the wood’, fodla fedo ‘lower 

divisions of the wood’, and losa fedo ‘bushes of the wood’ (Kelly 1997, 380–81). This does not mean that trees 

from the tree-list are absent from caill. The corpus does contain beithe ‘birch’ collocating with caill.   

https://dil.ie/7742
https://dil.ie/32723
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investigation of other subfields of landscape terminology aims to verify this hypothesis. 

 

4.2 Semantic Differentiation of Lexical Items  

 

4.2.1 Landforms: ‘Elevated Landscapes’, ‘Plain’, and ‘Valley’ 

Multiple terms for elevations in the landscape occurred frequently in the corpus and are, 

therefore, discussed and differentiated. The terms that are included are slíab, tulach, cnocc, 

síd, and carn. 

 

Table 4: Number of Tokens of Slíab, Tulach, Cnocc, Síd and Carn per Genre and in Total 

 NAR GEN/HIST ECC LAW POET total 

slíab 29 ‘mountain’ 

39 place 

4 ‘mountain’ 

7 place 

6 ‘mountain’ 

3 place 

1 ‘mountain’ 

1 place 

1 ‘mountain’ 

1 place 

41 ‘mountain’ 

51 place 

tulach 20 ‘hill’ 

--- 

--- 

1 place 

--- 

--- 

3 ‘hill’ 

4 place 

--- 

--- 

23 ‘hill’ 

5 place 

cnocc 10 ‘hillock’ 

1 place 

1 ‘hillock’ 

2 place 

1 ‘hillock’ 

--- 

3 ‘hillock’ 

--- 

--- 

--- 

15 ‘hillock’ 

3 place 

síd
29

 33 ‘fairy hill’ 

11 place 

--- 

--- 

--- 

--- 

--- 

1 place 

1 ‘fairy hill’ 

--- 

34 ‘fairy hill’ 

12 place 

carn 16 ‘mound’ 

3 place 

1 ‘mound’ 

8 place 

--- 

--- 

--- 

--- 

--- 

--- 

17 ‘mound’ 

11 place 

 

Table 5: Important Collocates and Groups of Collocates of Slíab, Tulach, Cnocc, Síd and Carn by 

Collocate Category 

 human-use violence landmark description other 

slíab 

‘mountain’ 

(DOMESTIC 

ANIMALS; TRAVEL) 

battle, 

attack 

DIRECTIONAL 

TERMS; 

PREPOSITIONS 

old, tall, big --- 

tulach 

‘hill’ 

pig, farmstead host, battle, 

attack 

--- --- --- 

cnocc 

‘hillock’ 

DOMESTIC 

ANIMALS, travel 

--- --- --- otherworld 

síd  

‘fairy hill’ 

(DOMESTIC 

ANIMALS; TRAVEL) 

kills ---  SUPER-

NATURAL 

carn 

‘mound’ 

VERBS OF PLACING attack yonder white, 

pleasant 

stones 

Collocates are given in lower case. Paraphrases grouping collocates together are given in upper case. 

                                                 
29

 The initial corpus search for síd was too imprecise and yielded a large number of irrelevant tokens (e.g. the 

demonstrative pronoun side). The search string was reduced to the most common forms which yielded a more 

reliable token output. This means that there are likely more tokens of síd in the corpus that were not considered. 
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Overviews of their frequencies, as well as their frequently found collocates are given in tables 

4 and 5. The terms’ distribution across genres varies greatly. As explained in chapter 3, the 

number of tokens per genre does not represent the terms’ frequency in various text types. It 

merely provides evidence for widespread use. It should also be noted that some terms found 

in the dictionary only occurred in place names (e.g. druimm ‘ridge’, brí ‘hill’) and were 

excluded from the investigation. 

The first term for an elevation in the landscape is slíab, which is given in eDIL as 

‘mountain or mountain range’, as well as ‘moor, moorland’. Only the sense ‘mountain, 

mountain range’ is discussed here, as the corpus did not yield any tokens of the sense 

‘moor’.
30

 Slíab is frequently found as a common noun, as well as an element in place names, 

and is attested in all investigated genres. Collocate analysis initially created the impression 

that slíab is a land formation that was used by the inhabitants of medieval Ireland, as it 

collocates with domestic animals (e.g. ech ‘horse’, bó ‘ox/cow’, slabrae ‘stock (of cattle)’), 

and verbs for travelling (e.g. imm-tét ‘goes across’ or ríachtain ‘act of reaching/arriving’). 

However, on closer inspection, slíab seems to be an obstacle when moving livestock, as in ní 

rucfaiter na baí tarsin slíab cen raind ‘the cows will not be able to be brought across the 

mountain/mountain range without dividing’ (TBC_R1). Concerning travel, slíab appears to 

represent a significant landmark to pass or overcome rather than a place that people travelled 

to. For instance, táncatar cethri ollchóicid Hérend arnabárach dar Cruind .i. Sliab sair ‘four 

great provinces of Ireland came the next day across Cruind, that is a mountain to the east’ 

(TBC_LL). This is confirmed by the frequent use of prepositions such as a ‘from’ and tar 

‘across/past’. The preposition co ‘to’ is only found with place names, not with slíab as a 

common noun. That slíab can also refer to a mountain range can be seen in its co-occurrence 

with the preposition i ‘in/into’ and the singular of the noun: luid ‘na diaid isa slíab ‘he went 

afterwards into the mountain range’ (ScCa). Slíab, thus, refers to an undomesticated part of 

the landscape that can be used as a landmark. 

Tulach is defined in the dictionary as ‘hill(ock), mound’ and explained as a derivation 

from tul ‘protuberance, swelling’. It is only found as a common noun in two genres: narrative 

literature and legal texts. Moreover, within narrative literature, it is limited to the two 

recensions of the Táin Bó Cúailgne. Nevertheless, its relatively high frequency in these texts 

warrants investigation. L. Mac Mathúna (1988) used the Milan glosses and Bethu Phátraic in 

                                                 
30

 The dictionary citations for the sense ‘moor’ are from Early Modern Irish onwards. However, plant names 

such as canach slébe ‘cotton-grass’ and sían slébe ‘foxglove’ are already found in Old Irish (L. Mac Mathúna 

1988, 44–45). This indicates that the sense ‘moor’ already existed in Old Irish. 
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his investigation of Old Irish heights, which shows that tulach was also used in glosses and 

ecclesiastical writing. In Lebor na Cert, tulach has collocates indicating the meaning 

‘domesticated hill’: muc ‘pig’ and baile ‘farmstead/town’. In the Táin, however, such 

collocates are not found. Instead, it seems to be a site of conflict (e.g. is and sin focera 

Mulchi forsin taulaig eter na dá n-áth ‘it is there that Mulcha fell on the hill between the two 

fords’ (TBC_LL)). That tulach is an elevation of significant size can be seen in the fact that it 

collocates with glenn ‘valley’, showing that this land formation is large enough to qualify the 

space next to it as a valley. Furthermore, when Cú Chulainn asks his charioteer gá tulach and 

in tulach sa thúas innossa? ‘what hill (is) then that hill over there now?’ (TBC_LL), the 

answer is Sliab Mudoirn. This means that a tulach can be so big that from a distance, it 

appears like a slíab. However, tulach and slíab are not identical. In other tokens, tulach 

collocates with cnocc ‘hillock’: tecoiscis dó cnuicc & céti & tulcha in chóicid ‘he taught him 

hillocks and hills and hills of the province’ (TBC_LL). Here, tulach collocates with other 

terms referring to smaller elevations. As the term can refer to both smaller and larger 

elevations, it is plausible to read it as representing an intermediate size – between a mountain 

and a hillock. Tulach is not found in collocation with adverbs of place or prepositions that 

would indicate its use as a landmark. Nevertheless, it must have referred to significant 

landscape features, as it is included in the places Cú Chulainn learns about in the second 

recension of the Táin Bó Cúailgne. Slíab and tulach are are distinguished by tulach’s smaller 

size and collocates indicating the meaning ‘hill (domesticated)’. 

Another elevation in the landscape is cnocc, which is given as ‘hill, mound’ in the 

dictionary, and derives from a sense ‘lump, protuberance’ of the same word. While this term 

is overall less frequent than tulach, it is attested in more genres. Collocates referring to 

domestic animals (e.g. bó ‘cow’, muc ‘pig’) and travel (sibal ‘act of travelling’) show that 

cnocc is a landscape feature used by medieval Irish society. None of the collocates indicate 

the use of cnocc as a site of conflict or as a landmark. What distinguishes cnocc from the 

other elevated landscapes is a collocate indicating a supernatural connection: do-chuatar 

Túath Dé Danann i cnoccaib & sídbrugib ‘the Tuatha Dé Danann went in (the) hills and síd- 

dwellings’ (MescaUlad). The entrance to the otherworld is often described as being located in 

a mound (Ó Cathasaigh 1978, 149). Because of the limited number of descriptive adjectives 

and collocations with other elevated landscape features, the relative size of cnocc is difficult 

to determine. As tulach collocates with slíab, but cnocc does not, it seems plausible that 
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cnocc refers to a smaller elevation in the landscape.
31

 Cnocc is thus taken to mean ‘hillock 

(domesticated)’ with a potential supernatural connection. 

The supernatural connotations of síd are much stronger than those of cnocc. This can 

be seen in the dictionary definition ‘fairy hill’, its attributive use in the genitive singular to 

mean ‘supernatural’, and its use in the plural to mean ‘supernatural beings’. The common 

noun síd is only found with supernatural connections. This is likely the reason why the term 

is frequent in the saga literature but not in the other genres. The large number of tokens in 

saga literature makes it clear that this is an important part of the literary landscape. Moreover, 

síd appears in place names outside saga literature, indicating that fairy hills occupied a 

prominent position in Irish society.
32

 At first glance, the collocates of síd imply that it is a 

domesticated landscape feature (e.g. ech ‘horse’, bó ‘cow’, do-aithig ‘frequents’, do-icc 

‘reaches’). However, a closer look at the text passages reveals supernatural connections for 

all tokens. For instance, the cows from the síd in Táin Bó Fraích are finda óiderga ‘white and 

red eared’ (TBF); their unusual colour signalling their otherworldly origin. The horses in 

Togail Bruidne Dá Derga belong to Donn Desscorach, a mythological figure. The 

domestication of síd is not done by humans, but by otherworldly beings. Similarly, 

‘frequenting’ a síd does not refer to travel to the landscape feature, but to a journey into the 

otherworld. Síd can, thus, function as the entrance to the otherworld. In nearly half of the 

tokens (14/34), síd appears in combination with the preposition a ‘from/out of’. Characters 

are linked to síd to establish their heritage and signal their supernatural abilities. While síd 

does not have any collocates indicating its use as a landmark, it does, in a way, act as a 

boundary marker between the human realm and the otherworld. This is not expressed directly 

in the collocates, but given that all tokens are linked to supernatural occurrences, a native 

speaker would have understood síd as a boundary between the worlds. Due to a lack of 

descriptive adjectives or comparisons with other landscape features, no deductions about síd’s 

size in relation to the other elevated landscape features can be made. What can be determined 

is that síd is both a domesticated landscape feature and a landmark or boundary marker, but in 

a different way from the other terms, since it is used by otherworldly beings rather than 

                                                 
31

 However, there are place names indicating that shape might be the distinguishing factor between cnocc and 

slíab rather than height (Ruairí Ó hUiginn, personal communication). For instance, Sliabh an Iolar (515 meters) 

and Cnoc Bréanainn (952 meters) in West Kerry do not support the size differentiation of these terms. As the 

corpus does not contain any descriptions of the landscape features’ shapes, an investigation of place names and 

the landscape features they refer will be necessary to gain further insight. 
32

 While the corpus only yielded one token of síd in a place name outside narrative literature, previous research 

has identified a large number of modern síd place names in Ireland (e.g. Joyce 1910, 178–87; Muhr 2011, 238–

43; 2016, 592–95; Smyth 2020). 
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humans.
33

 

The last elevated landscape feature is carn ‘heap, pile, cairn’. It is largely found in 

narrative literature, but it is also a frequent place name element in genealogical and historical 

writing. In opposition with the other terms for elevated landscapes discussed above, it is 

artificial. Frequent collocates include verbs of human action (e.g. fo-ceird ‘places’, cor ‘act of 

placing’, do-beir ‘brings’), as well as the word cloch ‘stone’. According to the saga literature, 

a carn was made before an attack: carn immurgu fo-cerditis in tan ba n-orgun ‘an artificial 

mound then, which they placed, when it was (time for the) attack’ (TBDD). This is explained 

as a method for counting losses; every man returning from the attack would remove his stone 

and the remaining stones would reveal the number of losses suffered. In other texts, carn 

appears to be a burial marker: co tall a cend de, co tardad carn for a cend ‘so he cut off the 

head from him, and a cairn was made over the head’ (DeathTales). Moreover, Cú Chulainn 

asks about a carn when he learns about the places of Ireland: cia carnd n-gel inso thall i n-

úachtor in t-slébe? ‘what white heap/mound is there yonder in the top of the mountain? 

(TBC_R1). Even though this is an artificial landscape feature, it was prominent enough to be 

used as a place name element and is also used as a landmark. It is possible that carn’s use as a 

landmark is partially motivated by practices of commemoration. There are no collocates 

indicating that agricultural activities were carried out on or near this landscape feature. While 

its artificial nature does not warrant its description as ‘wild’, it does appear to be 

‘undomesticated’. Carn is an ‘artificial mound’ that can be used as a landmark. 

The most frequent term for flat landscape features in the corpus is mag, which is given 

in eDIL as ‘plain, open stretch of land’, alongside more restricted senses, such as ‘field 

attached to a fort’ or ‘certain space or distance’. Due to mag’s frequency in the corpus, it is 

not surprising that it is used in a range of contexts and, thus, has relatively broad semantics. 

Collocates for mag indicate that this part of the landscape is used by humans with words for 

domestic animals (e.g. ech ‘horse’, molt ‘ram’), dwellings (e.g. tech ‘house’, cathair 

‘dwelling’), and other man-made structures (e.g. clad ‘ditch, earthen rampart’, airbe ‘hedge’), 

as well as cluiche ‘game’ and immáin ‘act of driving (a ball)’. But it can also be a site of 

conflict, based on collocates associated with battles and hosts (e.g. slóg ‘host’, con-ricc 

‘meets (in battle)’). Moreover, mag is a landmark that the speech community frequently 

interacted with, as indicated by the use of various directional adverbs (e.g. thall ‘yonder’, 

                                                 
33

 See Carey (1987) for a discussion of the spatial interconnection between the human and otherworldly realms 

and the parallels between royal sites and síd-mounds. 
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antúaith ‘from the north’) and prepositions (e.g. for ‘on/onto’, i ‘in/into’,
34

 tar ‘across’). 

Descriptive adjectives collocating with mag emphasize its levelness (e.g. réid ‘smooth, level’, 

mín ‘smooth’) and its size (e.g. lethan ‘broad, wide’, mórfairsing ‘big, broad’
35

). However, 

mag is not necessarily completely flat. Small elevations and depressions can be located 

within this landscape feature, as shown, for instance, by the place name Mag Breg ‘plain of 

hills’. What appears to define mag more than its flatness is the fact that it can be overlooked. 

This can be seen in the frequent collocation with verbs of vision, such as ad-cí ‘sees’, focsi 

‘overlooking’ or déicsiu ‘act of looking’. While the collocates do not indicate supernatural 

connotations, Echtra Loegairi meic Crimthainn tells the story of Loegaire’s journey to an 

otherworldly plain beneath a lake.
36

 Mag is the only term for ‘plain’ that occurs frequently in 

the corpus, so that it is safe to assume that it is the basic term for ‘plain’.
37

 Its frequent 

occurrence in place names further highlights its significance. Mag is a domesticated part of 

the landscape that is used as a landmark and has a potential for supernatural connections. 

The corpus also only yielded a significant number of tokens for one term referring to 

depressions in the landscape: glenn ‘valley, hollow’. The frequency and distribution of tokens 

of mag and glenn and their frequent collocates can be seen in tables 6 and 7. Glenn is used by 

humans, as indicated by collocates for domestic animals (e.g. samaisc ‘heifer’), tech ‘house’ 

and sibal ‘act of travelling’ It can also be a site of conflict as indicated by collocates such as 

con-ricc ‘meets (in battle)’ and maidid ‘bursts, breaks’. Its use as a landmark is indicated by 

collocations such as directional terms and prepositions (e.g. co ‘to’, i ‘in/into’, tar 

‘across/past’). Moreover, supernatural beings sometimes inhabit it, such as genit ‘female 

mythical being’, demon ‘demon’ or bocánach ‘supernatural being’. Similar to mag, glenn is 

thus a domesticated part of the landscape that is also used as a landmark and has a potential 

for supernatural connotations. 

 

                                                 
34

 The combination of i and mag has become lexicalized, so that i mmaig, literally ‘in the plain’ means ‘outside’ 

(https://dil.ie/31274). The use of i mmaig ‘outside’ is already found in Old Irish, both in the dative expressing a 

position (e.g. ní bar óenscéol atát na druíd se immaig ‘it is not in agreement, these druids are outside’ 

(MescaUlad)) and in the accusative expressing a motion (e.g. dotháet Medb immach co dorus a pupla ‘Medb 

went outside to the door of her tent’ (TBC_LL)). 
35

 This is a compound consisting of mór ‘great’ and fairsing ‘broad’. Mór can be used as an intensifier, but it is 

often used for the sake of alliteration as well (https://dil.ie/32548). Thus, mórfairsing does not necessarily refer 

to a larger size than fairsing. In the corpus it is found in an alliterating string of words: maige mórfairsing Mide 

‘broad plain of Meath’(TBC_LL). Even though, this section is in prose and there are no other alliterating pairs 

in its textual vicinity, mór appears to reflect stylistic choice rather than intensification. 
36

 Plains underneath lakes also appear in other sources. In ‘Concerning the names of the plains which are 

beneath the lakes of Ireland’ 29 plains beneath lakes are listed (Carey 2004, 48). Many of these plains have 

supernatural connotations through their connection with the mythological creation of lakes (Carey 2004, 49–57). 
37

 L. Mac Mathúna (2004) investigated a range of terms for ‘plain’ and found mag to be the most common and 

most basic of them. The infrequency of other terms for ‘plain’ in this corpus confirms this. 

https://dil.ie/31274
https://dil.ie/32548
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Table 6: Number of Tokens of Mag and Glenn per Genre and in Total 

 NAR GEN/HIST ECC LAW POET Total 

mag 91 ‘plain’ 

110 place 

4 ‘plain’ 

30 place 

4 ‘plain’ 

12 place 

22 ‘plain’ 

5 place 

7 ‘plain’ 

5 place 

128 ‘plain’ 

162 place 

glenn 23 ‘valley’ 

15 place 

5 ‘valley’ 

6 place 

7 ‘valley’ 

3 place 

--- 

2 place 

--- 

--- 

35 ‘valley’ 

26 place 

 

Table 7: Frequent Collocates and Groups of Collocates of Mag and Glenn, by Collocate Category 

 human-use violence landmark description other 

mag 

‘plain’ 

DOMESTIC ANIMALS; 

MAN-MADE 

STRUCTURES, 

playing 

battle, 

host, 

attacks 

DIRECTIONAL 

TERMS, 

PREPOSITIONS 

smooth, level; 

big, wide; 

pleasant, soft 

VERBS OF 

VISION 

glenn 

‘valley’ 

DOMESTIC ANIMALS, 

walking 

battle DIRECTIONAL 

TERMS, 

PREPOSITIONS 

big, rough SUPERNATURAL 

BEINGS 

Collocates are given in lower case. Paraphrases grouping collocates together are given in upper case. 

 

 

4.2.2 Bodies of Water: ‘the Sea’, ‘Inland Water Expanses’, and ‘Moving Bodies of Water’ 

Old Irish had a rich lexicon related to water features. Since Ireland is an island, it is not 

surprising that the sea – the only connection to other places and peoples – is well represented 

in the vocabulary. Three terms that can be translated as ‘sea’ are frequent enough in the 

corpus to be included in this study: muir, fairge and ler.
38

 Their number of tokens per genre 

and frequent collocates are given in tables 8 and 9.  

 

Table 8: Number of Tokens of Muir, Fairge, and Ler per Genre and in Total 

 NAR GEN/HIST ECC LAW POET Total 

muir 83 ‘sea’ 

5 place 

25 ‘sea’ 

7 place 

11 ‘sea’ 

--- 

10 ‘sea’ 

--- 

1 ‘sea’ 

1 place 

130 ‘sea’ 

13 place 

fairge 14 ‘sea’ 

--- 

2 ‘sea’ 

--- 

2 ‘sea’ 

--- 

--- 

--- 

1 ‘sea’ 

--- 

19 ‘sea’ 

--- 

ler 5 ‘sea’ 

--- 

4 ‘sea’ 

--- 

10 ‘sea’ 

--- 

1 ‘sea’ 

--- 

2 ‘sea’ 

--- 

22 ‘sea’ 

--- 

 

                                                 
38

 See L. Mac Mathúna (1987) for a discussion of ocían ‘ocean, sea’, as well as terms for ‘costal inlet’ (inber, 

gabul, gobél, cúan, muincenn). No term for ‘coastal inlet’ was frequent enough in the corpus to be included. 
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Table 9: Frequent Collocates and Groups of Collocates of Muir, Fairge, and Ler by Collocate Category 

 human use violence landmark description other 

muir 

‘sea’ 

TRAVEL, 

ANIMALS 

plunders, 

attack, host 

DIRECTIONAL 

TERMS, 

PREPOSITIONS 

POSITIVE (clear, fair, 

glorious); COLOURS 

(bright, blue); 

NEGATIVE (terrible) 

VISION; 

SUPERNATURAL 

fairge 

‘sea’ 

fish-filled, 

boat, 

journey 

--- DIRECTIONAL 

TERMS, 

PREPOSITIONS 

beauty, blue-surfaced --- 

ler 

‘sea’ 

ship, ship-

frequented 

--- --- wide, raging, 

aggressive 

--- 

Collocates are given in lower case. Paraphrases grouping collocates together are given in upper case. 

 

Muir, fairge and ler refer to ‘sea’, not ‘ocean’. The Latin loanword ocían ‘ocean’ only 

occurred twice in the corpus and is, therefore, not considered part of the basic vocabulary. Its 

context is, however, clear enough to differentiate it from the other terms: ónd ocian thíar co 

muir sair ‘from the ocean in the west to the sea in the East’ (AilAu) and isind oceon frinn 

aníar ‘in the ocean to the west of us’ (ImBr). West of Ireland is the open ocean, while the 

water east of the island is a narrower body of water, the Irish Sea. 

The most frequent and most basic of the three words for ‘sea’ is muir. As the most 

basic sea term, muir is found in the widest range of contexts and, thus, has the broadest 

semantics. Human interaction with muir is obvious from terms indicating travel (e.g. imm-rá 

‘rows, travels about’, fecht ‘journey’, curchán ‘little boat’), fish being compared to cattle (ar 

iss e buair an marai a h-iascaie ‘for it is (the) cattle of the sea, the fish’ (TochE)), and 

associations with conflicts indicated by collocates such as fo-fich ‘attacks, commits an 

offence’, slóg ‘host’ and oirgid ‘slays, devastates’. Moreover, muir is used as a landmark with 

directions and positions being described in relation to the sea (e.g. luid docum mara ‘he went 

towards the sea’ (FergL), co m-bé eter Ochíne & muir ‘so that he is between Ochaine and the 

sea’ (TBC_R1)), as well as travel across the sea (e.g. lotar Ulid dar muir inna n-dead na m-

bó, co m-bátar oc tur Echdi ‘the Ulstermen went across the sea following after the cows, until 

they were at the land of Echde’ (CuRoi)). The descriptive adjectives used with muir include a 

range of colour terms (e.g. finn ‘fair’, glas ‘grey/blue/green’), adjectives describing a large, 

calm sea (e.g. mór ‘great’, glan ‘clear’), and adjectives describing a rough sea (e.g. brígach 

‘powerful’, úath ‘terrible’). Muir can have supernatural connotations, as exemplified by the 

chariot moving across the sea in Immram Brain and collocates such as druídecht ‘wizardry’ 

and ilphíastach ‘abounding in monsters’. The use of muir in the compound muirdris 
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‘seamonster’ also indicates a supernatural quality.
39

 L. Mac Mathúna (1987) states that muir 

“readily enters into names of seas, far and near” (91). While muir is the only word for ‘sea’ 

used as a place name element in the corpus, only five distinct place names are found. More 

information about the number of place names attested in the corpus is given in Figure 1 in 

chapter 4.3. Muir is the basic term for ‘sea’, covering the domesticated sea, its use as a 

landmark and exhibiting a potential for supernatural connotations. 

 The next term is fairge, which is given as ‘open sea, ocean’ in the dictionary. While 

this definition implies a semantic difference between muir and fairge, the corpus does not 

provide any direct support for fairge being more ‘open’ than muir. The two seem to be used 

largely synonymously. However, fairge is used less frequently and its semantic range appears 

more restricted with no supernatural connotations and no collocates indicating it as a site of 

conflict.
40

 Human use is obvious through collocates such as eithrech ‘fish-filled’,
41

 imderc 

‘journey’, and luingíne ‘small boat’. The close semantic connection between muir and fairge 

can be seen in Immram Brain where the two terms collocate with each other. Similarly, in 

Ailill Aulom, Mac Con and Find ua Báiscne, Aided Óenfír Aífe, and Tochmarc Emire, muir 

and fairge are used to describe the same body of water. An example from Tochmarc Emire 

serves to illustrate this: 

 

Focressæ crannchor leou dús cie dib die rossed techt dia fiss fon fairce cid no-t-fosst 

Do ralæ in cranncor forsan rig feisne. Eibling ierum in ri .i. Rvad mac Rigdhuinn 

forsan moir. 

‘Lots where (sic) cast among them for who should go into the sea and find out what it 

was that held them fast. The lot fell upon the king himself. Then the king Ruad, son of 

Rigdond, leapt into the sea.’ 

(Translation by Meyer (1888); emphasis added) 

 

In Síaburcharpat Conculaind, fairge is used twice to refer to the sea on its own, while muir is 

used once in combination with tír ‘land’: for muir ocus tir ‘on sea and land’ (SiabCon). This 

strengthens the identification of muir as the more basic term, since it is used to refer to ‘sea 

and land’ in general. The collocation of muir with tír is found in multiple texts in narrative 

literature (e.g. Síaburcharpat Conculaind) and genealogical and historical writing (e.g. the 

                                                 
39

 Muirdris collocates with loch ‘lake’ in the corpus. The use of landscape terms in compounds is an interesting 

topic for linguistic investigations. However, extending the corpus searches to also include compounds would 

have gone beyond the scope of the present project. 
40

 This identified semantic narrowness might be due to limitations of the investigated corpus. The poem Is Acher 

in Gaíth in-Nocht uses fairge in a context suggestive of conflict (Gregory Darwin, personal communication). 
41

 EDIL gives this term as ‘having fins, finny’ (https://dil.ie/19906). Since it is applied to a body of water, it 

makes more sense to read it as ‘containing things that have fins’, and thus ‘containing fish’ or ‘fish-filled’. 

https://dil.ie/19906
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genealogies from Rawlinson B 502). Fairge does not appear in this collocation in the corpus. 

This leads to the interpretation of fairge as the less basic term for the sea. L. Mac Mathúna 

(1987) came to a similar conclusion, but follows the dictionary in reading fairge as ‘open sea’ 

and states that it usually refers to a water expanse of great size (93). This reading might be 

influenced by the accepted etymology of fairge as deriving from fairsing ‘broad’ (Thurneysen 

1917, 312). The collocates in the corpus do not provide any indication of this. A larger corpus 

will have to be investigated to gain further insight into the semantics of fairge. In this study, 

fairge is treated as synonymous with muir as referring to ‘sea (domesticated)’. However, muir 

is considered the basic term for the sea due to its higher frequency and broader semantic 

range. Fairge is, therefore, not included in the linguistic categorization in chapter 4.3. 

 Ler is defined as ‘sea, ocean’ in the dictionary. The overview of the token distribution 

indicated that ler is used in all genres. A closer look at the attestations reveals that all 

instances of ler are in poetry. It is thus valid to consider ler a poetic term for ‘sea’, 

distinguishing it from muir and fairge which are used in both poetry and prose. Poetry is 

more resistant to change than prose, because it depends on its form as well as its content 

(Mac Cana 1989, 129). Ler is, therefore, most likely an archaism that has only survived in 

poetry.
42

 It has also survived in the name of Mannánan mac Lir, the son of the sea, one of the 

mythological figures of medieval Irish literature. At first glance, the collocates seem to 

indicate a semantic distinction from the other terms, as ler is the only term for ‘sea’ in the 

corpus that collocates with lonn ‘strong, violent’ and lonnbras ‘mighty-ranging’. It might thus 

refer to the raging, rough sea. However, it is also the only term collocating with longach 

‘ship-frequented’ and lethan ‘wide’. The semantics of ‘raging sea’ and ‘ship-frequented sea’ 

are not easily combined into one term, as the raging sea would not encourage ship travel. It 

seems more likely that these collocates do not represent semantic variation, but illustrate a 

prominent feature of Old Irish poetry: alliteration.
43

 All adjectives listed above alliterate with 

ler. It is thus likely that ler was used in combination with these adjectives for the fulfilment 

of a poetic requirement rather than to express a semantic nuance. Alliteration seems to 

override semantic concerns, so that lexical items are used together for the sake of alliteration. 

Collocates found in poetry should, therefore, be treated with caution and their semantic 

implications verified through occurrences in non-poetic contexts. Since it has been 

established that ler is an archaic term restricted to poetry and, therefore, not a basic term for 

                                                 
42

 L. Mac Mathúna (1989) comes to the same conclusion and supports this further with reference to the custom 

of Early Modern Irish glossaries explaining the term ler (92). 
43

 For an introduction to the use in alliteration in Old Irish poetry see chapters 2 and 6.4 in Murphy (1961). 
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the sea, it will be excluded from the discussion of semantic categorization in chapter 4.3. 

 Ireland also has a number of inland bodies of water. The terms considered in this 

study are loch ‘lake’ and linn ‘pool of water’. Tables 10 and 11 give the number of tokens and 

their frequent collocates. Both terms are attested in all genres covered by the corpus and their 

overall frequency as a common noun is roughly equal. A difference can be seen in their use as 

place name elements: loch is frequent in place names, while linn is rare. 

 

Table 10: Number of Tokens of Loch and Linn per Genre and in Total 

 NAR GEN/HIST ECC LAW POET Total 

loch 41 ‘lake’ 

31 place 

9 ‘lake’ 

18 place 

4 ‘lake’ 

9 place 

2 ‘lake’ 

5 place 

1 ‘lake’ 

1 place 

57 ‘lake’ 

64 place 

linn 39 ‘pool’ 

3 place 

2 ‘pool’ 

--- 

2 ‘pool’ 

--- 

2 ‘pool’ 

--- 

4 ‘pool’ 

--- 

49 ‘pool’ 

3 place 

 

Table 11: Frequent Collocates and Groups of Collocates for Loch and Linn by Collocate Category 

 human use violence landmark supernatural other 

loch 

‘lake’ 

DWELLING, 

WASHING, 

boat 

drowning DIRECTIONAL 

TERMS; 

PREPOSITIONS, 

BORDER 

CREATION STORIES; 

SPELLS, 

SUPERNATURAL 

BEINGS  

SIZE (islands, 

boat) 

linn 

‘pool’ 

ANIMALS, 

mill, washes 

battle, not 

safe 

--- --- ---  

Collocates are given in lower case. Paraphrases grouping collocates together are given in upper case. 

 

 Loch is given in the dictionary as ‘lake, inlet of the sea, pool’. This indicates a quite 

broad range of water features that can be referred to with this term. The discussion is limited 

to the senses ‘lake, pool’, as the corpus did not yield any tokens of the sense ‘inlet of the sea’. 

Loch has collocates belonging to a large number of collocate categories and thus covers a 

broad semantic range. Human use is obvious from collocates referring to dwellings (e.g. tech 

‘house, dwelling’), the use for washing (e.g. fothrucud ‘washing, bathing’), and travel on 

lakes by means of boats (e.g. long ‘boat’). While the collocates do not indicate loch as a site 

of battle, violent acts are performed there, such as bádud ‘act of drowning’ or the fighting of a 

muirdris ‘seamonster’. Its importance as a landmark can be seen in the frequent use with 

directional terms (e.g. aníar ‘west’), prepositions (e.g. do ‘from’, co ‘to’), and references to 

bordering places (e.g. nessam ‘next to, near’). Moreover, loch can have supernatural 

connotations as indicated by collocates such as bricht ‘spell’ and the occurrence of 

seamonsters. Even though collocates such as én ‘bird’, géis ‘swan’, and fo-beir ‘passes under’ 
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do not look supernatural at first glance, a closer look at the text passages, for instance in 

Aislinge Óenguso and Echtra Fergusa maic Léti, reveals supernatural activities. In Aislinge 

Óenguso, the characters shapeshift into swans and in Echtra Fergusa maic Léti the ability to 

pass under bodies of water is granted by a supernatural being. Other texts, such as Airne 

Fíngein tell the mythological creation story of some of the lakes of Ireland. Loch refers to a 

domesticated lake that can be used as a landmark and has a potential for supernatural 

occurrences. 

 According to eDIL, linn also has a wide semantic range covering ‘pool, lake’ as well 

as ‘sea, ocean’. The corpus only yielded one token of linn ‘sea, ocean’, so the semantic 

differentiation is limited to its sense ‘pool, lake’. Similar to loch, linn is clearly used by 

humans: it can be located near muilind ‘mills’ and used for nigid ‘washes’, but it can also be a 

dangerous place of cath ‘battle’. Figuratively, linn can also refer to a ‘pool of blood’ (e.g. co 

meiltis muille fo leirg ar lintib fola fordeirg ‘so that the mills grind on a hillside before very 

red pools of blood’ (CathAl)). The difference between linn and loch when referring to inland 

bodies of water seems to be one of size. Loch is big enough to contain inis ‘island’ and be 

travelled on by long ‘boat’. Collocation with terms for ‘land near a body of water’ (e.g. brú 

‘edge/brink’, fertas ‘ridge/bank’) might be a further indication of loch’s larger size, as there is 

no reference to the land next to linn being distinct from other land features. The fact that loch 

can house a muirdris ‘seamonster’ might be a similar indication. However, the semantics of 

brú and fertas
44

 and the size of muirdris
45

 would need to be investigated further, in order to 

determine their precise implication on the semantics of loch. Linn appears to be a smaller 

body of water, such as a mill-pond (e.g. a l-lind in muilind ‘the pool of the mill’ (BethBr)). 

The variation in size likely explains the different frequencies with which the terms are found 

in place names and used as landmarks. Larger bodies of water are more likely to be named, as 

they are more visible in the landscape and can function as landmarks for navigation. A 

smaller body of water might be connected with the dwelling or place it is next to, but not be 

seen as a significant landmark on its own. The prepositions used with linn indicate human 

interaction, but only at the actual pool of water (e.g. i ‘in/into’, for ‘on/onto’, la ‘by’), while 

loch is used with a variety of prepositions (e.g. do ‘from’, eter ‘between’, co ‘to’), as well as 

directional terms (e.g. aníar ‘west’, atuaid ‘from the north’). Linn is thus a term for a 

                                                 
44

 No term for ‘land near a body of water’ was frequent enough in the corpus to be included in this study. 
45

 The corpus does not provide any information about the size of this being. The lake that it dwells in in the 

corpus has been identified as Dundrum Bay, which is quite large (Hogan 1910). The element dris might be 

cognate with dragon (Watkins 1995, 447). Dragons are generally quite large in western European tradition, but 

determining the size of loch based on it housing muirdris is still problematic, due to the lack of a detailed 

description of this being (Gregory Darwin, personal communication). 
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domesticated inland body of water that is distinct from loch in its smaller size and the 

absence of its use as a landmark. 

 The last group of terms are flowing inland bodies of water: ab ‘river’ and sruth ‘river, 

current’. Their number of tokens and frequently occurring collocates can be found in tables 

12 and 13. Neither term is found in all genres or frequently used in place names. Moving 

bodies of water might thus not have held the same prominence in describing the landscape as 

other water features. Even so, ab and sruth occur frequently enough to warrant discussion. 

 

Table 12: Number of Tokens of Ab and Sruth per Genre and in Total 

 NAR GEN/HIST ECC LAW POET Total 

ab 26 ‘river’ 

1 place 

3 ‘river’ 

1 place 

--- 

--- 

--- 

--- 

1 ‘river’ 

--- 

30 ‘river’ 

2 place 

sruth 25 ‘river’ 

1 place 

3 ‘river’ 

--- 

2 ‘river’ 

--- 

--- 

--- 

--- 

--- 

30 ‘river’ 

1 place 

 

Table 13: Frequent Collocates and Groups of Collocates of Ab and Sruth by Collocate Category 

 human-use violence landmark description 

ab 

‘river’ 

WASHING, 

DRINKING, grazing  

--- PREPOSITIONS; 

BOUNDARY 

LANDMARK 

PLANTLIKE (branch, 

stem), HUMANLIKE (body) 

sruth 

‘river’ 

--- WEAPONS --- MOTION  

Collocates are given in lower case. Paraphrases grouping collocates together are given in upper case. 

 

 Ab is defined as ‘river’ in the dictionary and appears to be the basic term for a flowing 

body of water. It is used by the medieval Irish population, as can be seen in collocates such as 

fothrucud ‘washing, bathing’, uisce óoil ‘water for drinking’, and gleth ‘feeding, grazing’. 

Moreover, ab can be a landmark defining boundaries, as in this description of a clan’s 

regional extent: etir Taulchind & Abaind & Fother ‘between top and river and valley/wooded 

land’ (RawB502), or a prominent location in the landscape: scorit a n-eochu oc commor 

mána & aba ‘they unyoke their horses at the meeting-place of a bog and a river’ (TBC_R1). 

Descriptions of ab make use of the same vocabulary as descriptions of plants (e.g. gabul 

‘branch’, crett ‘trunk’), and the human body (e.g. gabul ‘thigh’, corp ‘human body’).
46

 Ab is 

a domesticated river that can be used as a landmark. 

                                                 
46

 Ab is not the only landscape feature describe with terms for human body parts. For instance, druimm ‘ridge’, 

literally means ‘back’. While the application of vocabulary from other lexical fields to landscape features can 

provide interesting insight into the conceptualization of landscape terms, a detailed investigation of these terms 

would go beyond the scope of the present study. 
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 Sruth is given as ‘river, current’ and ‘current, strait (of sea)’ in eDIL. As the dictionary 

indicates, this term does not only apply to be a moving body of water, but can also refer to the 

flowing quality of another water feature. This can be seen in collocations such as verbs of 

motion (e.g. tuilid ‘flows’), prepositions (e.g. lasan sruth ‘with the stream, downstream’), and 

other terms for flowing bodies of water where sruth refers to the moving quality (e.g. sréthe 

in n-id boí forsin corthe róut a láma isin n-abaind & léicthe la sruth ‘he casts it, the with, that 

was on the pillar a length of his arm into the river and lets it go with the current’ (TBC_R1)). 

Sruth can also be used figuratively to refer to a stream of gore or blood (e.g. co-mbátar na 

srotha din chrú forna doirsiu ‘until there were the streams from the blood onto the doors’ 

(SMMD)). Collocates for human use are absent from the tokens of sruth, but its co-

occurrence with weapons (e.g. gaé ‘spear’) and the Morrígan, a war-goddess, indicates it to 

be a site of battle. This implies that ab means ‘river (domesticated)’, while sruth is further 

removed from direct human activity. It is possible that the lack of collocates indicating 

human use of sruth is due to the limitations of the corpus. However, it seems unlikely that 

battles were fought in the body of water that supplied drinking water. Ab appears to be the 

more basic term for river and as such collocates with other basic water features, such as muir 

or loch (e.g. co ná raibi a nÉrinn abann ná loch nobáidfed ‘so that it was not in Ireland of a 

river or a lake that would drown him’ (DeathTales)). Sruth only collocates with other bodies 

of water to indicate their current and is, thus, not the basic term for ‘river’. It can, however, 

refer to ‘river (wild)’ or ‘river (site of conflict)’.  

 

4.3 Linguistic Categorization of Landscape Terminology 

Immram Brain contains the mythological equation of two seemingly contradictory landscape 

features: mag ‘plain’ and muir ‘sea’. Previous research has discussed this equation from 

different perspectives, such as its relation to the location of the otherworld (e.g. Carey 1982), 

and its significance for understanding medieval Irish landscape perception (e.g. Benozzo 

2004). It will be argued here that understanding the cognitive linguistic concepts represented 

by the two terms provides new insight into how and why these terms were considered similar 

by speakers of Old Irish. Part of the relevant passage is quoted here: 

 

Caíne amr(a)i lasin mBran  ‘Bran thinks it a wondrous beauty’ 

ina churchán tar muir nglan;  ‘in his coracle over the clear sea’ 

os mé im charput di chéin,  ‘as for me, in my chariot from afar’ 

is mag scothach imma-réid.  ‘it is a flowery plain around which he drives’ 
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A n-as muir glan   ‘what is a clear sea’ 

don noí bro(i)nig i-tá Bran,  ‘for the prowed ship in which Bran is’ 

is mag meld co n-imbud scoth ‘is a pleasant plain with abundance of flowers’ 

damsa i carput dá roth.  ‘for me in a two-wheeled chariot’ 

(Translation by S. Mac Mathúna (1985)) 

 

While the two landscape features are formally equated in this passage, they are not 

used by the same characters. Bran is in his ship on the sea, while Manannán mac Lir, who 

recites this poem, is in a chariot on a plain. It seems that what is seen and used as muir by 

human beings, fulfils the function of mag for supernatural beings. A similar equation is found 

in Tochmarc Emire where the sea is described as Mag Tetrai ‘Plain of Tethra’, which is then 

explained as mag rig Fomóre ‘plain of the king of the Fomorians’. In the same passage, fish 

are described as buair an marai ‘cattle of the sea’. The association of Tethra and the 

Fomorians with the sea, based on connections with muir ‘sea’, has often been noted in the 

literature (e.g. Edel 1980, 235; 1989, 117; Meyer 1912, 635; 1914, 6).  

The linguistic categorization presented in this project provides a new way of thinking 

about this merging of seemingly contradictory landscapes. The equation of mag and muir 

provides evidence for the significance of cognitive linguistic categories in the Old Irish 

landscape vocabulary. Terms referring to landscape features that belong to the same semantic 

categories can be equated because of the similarities of the expressed concepts. What is muir 

to humans, is mag to otherworldly beings. The two terms occupy roughly identical cognitive 

semantic concepts, and are only distinguished through their physical reality. Such conceptual 

similarities would have been obvious to native speakers, so that linking these landscape 

features would not have been as puzzling to them as it might be to modern readers.  

Turning to the other landscape features, the pilot study of forest terms led to the 

hypothesis that Old Irish landscape vocabulary is organized into semantic categories of 

DOMESTICATED and WILD landscape features. As Early Irish society was dependent on 

agriculture, it would not be surprising for fertile, usable landscapes to feature prominently in 

their conception of the physical world and contrast with landscapes that were not fertile or 

not used in this way. This distinction is in line with the idea that the interactional properties of 

a landscape feature motivate semantic categorization. Many of the lexical items discussed in 

this study collocate with terms indicating human use. Most valuable for the discussion of 

semantic categorization are terms with a ‘wild’ counterpart in the study, as they can be used 

to exemplify the semantic categories. 
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The semantic differentiation in chapter 4.3 shows a distinction of DOMESTICATED and 

WILD for lexical items referring to ‘forest’, ‘river’ and ‘mountain/hill’. Fid, tulach and cnocc 

collocate with words for domestic animals and ab collocates with gleth ‘grazing’, showing 

that these landscapes were important for keeping livestock. Additionally, fid was a source of 

wood as building material, and ab was a source of drinking water and a place for bathing. 

Their counterparts, caill, slíab and sruth, are used differently. Even though caill and slíab 

have collocates that, at first glance, look like human use, closer investigation of the relevant 

text passages reveals that these are not regularly used landscape features. The only human 

interaction found with sruth relates to acts of violence and battles. Acts of violence are also 

committed in fid and tulach landscapes, so that a distinction ‘site of conflict’ – ‘site of peace’ 

does not seem to feature prominently in the semantic categorization.
47

 Another indicator of 

the importance of usable, domesticated landscape features is the fact that fid is more frequent 

in the corpus than its wild counterpart caill. This distribution does, however, not hold for 

tulach and cnocc in contrast with slíab. The influence of another semantic category discussed 

below – ‘landmark’ vs. ‘non-landmark’ – has the potential to explain this. 

Even though the distinction of DOMESTICATED and WILD landscape features seems 

intuitive for an agricultural society, the data does not provide evidence for a WILD counterpart 

for all landscape features. Glenn, linn, loch, mag and muir have collocates indicating human 

use, but no term for a similar WILD landscape feature was identified. It is possible that terms 

for ‘wild bodies of water’, ‘wild plains’, or ‘wild valleys’ existed in Old Irish, but were not 

frequent enough in the corpus to be included in this study. This is further evidence for the 

importance of fertile, useable landscape features: places that can be used are more frequently 

interacted with, more important to the community and, therefore, represented more frequently 

in the surviving language material. 

Other semantic categories can shed further light on how the population of medieval 

Ireland conceptualized and categorized the landscape. The semantic differentiation indicates a 

distinction between LANDMARKS, which can be used for navigation, describing locations, and 

as boundary markers, and landscape features which do not have landmark character. Lexical 

items with landmark characteristics can be found across the landscape: ab, carn, glenn, loch, 

mag, muir, slíab. These landscape features appear with prepositions indicating a position in 

relation to the landscape feature (e.g. eter ‘between’) or a movement towards it (e.g. co ‘to’, 

                                                 
47

 The narrative literature that makes up the majority of the corpus contains a larger number of references to 

conflicts than to peaceful coexistence. The lack of distinct semantic concepts ‘site of conflict’ and ‘site of peace’ 

might be due to the content of the corpus. 
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fri ‘towards’), as well as adverbs of place (e.g. aníar ‘from the west’, siar ‘westwards’, fades 

‘southwards’). Use as a boundary landmark can, for example, be seen in collocates such as 

nessam ‘next to, near’ and descriptions of realms and their borders. What most of these 

landscape features have in common is a relatively large size, especially when compared with 

similar terms that do not qualify as landmarks: slíab is larger than cnocc and tulach, and loch 

is larger than linn. Even though there is no non-landmark counterpart for mag, glenn and 

muir, it is not difficult to see that these are sizable landscape features. Mag is big enough to 

contain other landscape features such as small hills or depressions, glenn appears next to 

tulach or slíab, and muir is big enough for boats to travel on for multiple days. The size of 

slíab, glenn and loch makes them visible from afar and, therefore, useful for navigation. In 

the case of mag and muir, the fact that they are relatively flat makes it possible to look across 

them and identify other navigational markers from a distance. The categorization into 

LANDMARK – NON-LANDMARK is thus motivated by a landscape feature’s independent 

salience. There are two exceptions to this motivation: carn and ab. The corpus does not 

provide any evidence that ab is bigger than sruth. As ab is the basic term for ‘river’, it 

provides better grounds for use as a landmark than the semantically narrower sruth. The 

artificial nature of carn represents a way in which speakers interacted with the landscape. Its 

use as a landmark can be explained through this interaction. This shows that both 

independent salience and interactional properties can motivate the LANDMARK – NON-

LANDMARK categorization. 

Use as a landmark seems to be preferred of domesticated landscape features. Ab and 

fid are used as landmarks, but sruth and caill are not. Thus, it appears that LANDMARK is a 

concept within the category of DOMESTICATED landscape feature. Domesticated landscape 

features are interacted with more often and can, therefore, be used as landmarks. Most wild 

landscape features are not present enough in the speakers’ mental map of the country to fulfil 

navigational or boundary functions. There are, however, exceptions to this: slíab and carn are 

not domesticated, but still function as landmarks. Carn’s use as a landmark is motivated by 

its interactional properties. Slíab refers to visually prominent landscape features that can be 

seen from a great distance. This explains its use as navigational reference points, despite the 

distance from the speech community.  

The conceptual distinction of LANDMARK and NON-LANDMARK appears to 

significantly influence which landscape features receive place names. The number of distinct 

place names in which a lexical item is found in the corpus can be seen in figure 1. The lexical 

items that yield the highest number of occurrences belong to the category LANDMARK (mag, 
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loch, glenn, slíab, carn). This does not mean that NON-LANDMARK landscape features are not 

used in place names, but their frequency is significantly lower.  It is desirable to have names 

for places that the speech community frequently interacts with or navigates to. Navigational 

markers of similar shape, size, or use can be distinguished through place names. As most 

lexical items in this study are both LANDMARKS and DOMESTICATED and carn is the result of 

human interaction, it seems likely that the interactional properties of the landscape feature 

motivate place naming.
48

 However, the frequent use of slíab in place names indicates that 

independent salience is also a factor. Being both DOMESTICATED and a LANDMARK is no 

guarantee that a term will appear frequently in place names. This can be seen in the low 

number of place names using ab. 

 

 

Figure 1: Number of Distinct Place Names Per Landscape Term 

 

The use of síd as a place name element warrants further comment. It can be 

understood as DOMESTICATED (by supernatural beings) and functions as a boundary marker 

between the worlds. However, the fact that it seems more important to the otherworld than to 

the human realm might raise questions about its suitability as a place naming element in the 

human world. Its prominence in place names likely reflects the importance of mythology as a 

motivation for place naming and the strong ties Irish mythology had to the landscape. Síd, 

                                                 
48

 In a study on noun-noun compounds in Irish place names, which represent the oldest stratum of place naming, 

Mac Giolla Easpaig (1981) found that the most common place name elements have settlement connotations. 

Human interaction must have been an important factor in these place namings. 
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thus, provides further evidence for a landscape feature’s interactional properties as a 

motivation for place naming. An external factor that might influence the frequency of place 

names is the number of landscape features that can be named. An investigation of additional 

place naming elements, the potential motivational factors behind their creation, and the 

number of nameable landscape features is needed to better understand the motivations behind 

place naming. This would have gone beyond the scope of the current project. 

As the discussion of síd has shown, some landscape features incorporate supernatural 

elements. These landscapes can be distinguished from those that are strictly natural. 

Supernatural connotations are not restricted to a particular part of the landscape. In the 

corpus, they occur with bodies of water (loch, muir), elevated landscapes (cnocc, síd), flat 

landscapes (mag), and depressions in the landscape (glenn). In medieval Irish literature, the 

otherworld is often located in landscape features: hills or mounds, beneath lakes, or across or 

beneath the sea (Carey 1982, 39–40). The corpus also contains lexical items referring to 

similar landscape features that do not exhibit these supernatural tendencies: carn and tulach 

in contrast with cnocc and síd, and linn in contrast with loch. Interestingly, all of the 

potentially supernatural landscape features belong to the category DOMESTICATED. This 

indicates that the human sphere of influence and the otherworld are not as distant from each 

other as one might think. In line with the brief discussion of muir and mag at the beginning of 

this section, the domestication of potentially supernatural landscape features highlights the 

semantic similarity of landscape features used by humans and those used by otherworldly 

beings.
49

 Human and otherworldly landscapes can be thought of as parallel to one another, 

particularly in regards to how landscape features are used by human and supernatural 

inhabitants.
50

 It is interesting to note that the corpus did not yield any collocates indicating 

supernatural occurrences for lexical items referring to ‘forest’. This is surprising, considering 

that all other parts of the landscape have at least one term that allows for supernatural 

connections. The lack of supernatural connotations of forest terms might be due to the 

limitations of the corpus. 

The boundary between the human world and the otherworld gets blurred in some 

areas of the landscape. This allows for humans to witness and experience supernatural 

occurrences. This does not mean that every reference to these landscape features includes 

                                                 
49

 In his discussion of the semantics of síd, Ó Cathasaigh (1978) has pointed out that prosperous, peaceful 

conditions in human kingdoms were often explained through a king’s good connections with the Otherworld in 

Irish mythology and literature (148). The Otherworld might thus have provided the model for the human world. 
50

 Many of the identified síd place names in Ireland are hills with summit cairns (Muhr 2011, 239). Medieval 

Irish society might have held the belief that the supernatural inhabitants of those places not only dwelt there, but 

constructed cairns in a similar manner to how they themselves were building dwellings and landmarks. 
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supernatural occurrences, but it is possible for supernatural events to occur in those places. 

For instance, the corpus contains references to the mythological creation of lakes (e.g. tri 

locha ingantacha innocht turgaibhsit indeirinn fri gein chuind ‘three wonderful lakes came 

forth at night the day before the birth of Cond’ (AirFi)), supernatural occurrences at lakes 

(e.g. con-tuilet i n-deilb dá géise co timchellsat a l-loch fo thrí ‘they slept in the shape of 

swans and made a circuit of the lake three times’ (AisOen)), as well as regular human use of 

lakes (e.g. laa n-aon ann dono luid in slóg uili isi n loch dia fothrucad ‘one day the whole 

host went into the lake for their washing’ (DeathTales)). The concept SUPERNATURAL, thus, 

presents the possibility, rather than a certainty, that a place is supernatural. This makes the 

concept SUPERNATURAL different from the other concepts discussed above. Landscape 

features are always either DOMESTICATED or WILD or LANDMARKS or NON-LANDMARKS. 

SUPERNATURAL, on the other hand, is a possibility surrounding the other concepts. It is only a 

defining part of the semantics of síd. 

The analysis presented in this chapter shows that the initial hypothesis of a semantic 

categorization into DOMESTICATED and WILD landscape features needs to be revised and 

expanded. While there is evidence for the existence of a semantic distinction along those 

lines, there are additional levels to the cognitive linguistic organization of the basic Old Irish 

landscape vocabulary. The other strata of semantic categorization operate largely within the 

DOMESTICATED landscape, so that the category can be divided into subcategories. Landscape 

terms are distinguished based on whether or not landscape features were significant enough 

in the speakers’ mental map of Ireland to function as landmarks. This shows that at least two 

of the motivational factors suggested in Burenhult and Levinson (2008) interact in the 

semantic categorization of Old Irish landscape vocabulary: (a) interactional properties and 

utilitarian significance to the speech community, resulting in a DOMESTICATED – WILD 

distinction, and (b) independent salience of landscape features, resulting in a LANDMARK –

NON-LANDMARK distinction. Moreover, some domesticated landscape features have 

supernatural connotations and occasionally function as links between the human and 

otherworldly realms. This can also be seen as motivated by interactional properties, as the 

literature contains references to the blurring of boundaries between the human and 

otherworldly realms allowing human characters to interact with the otherworld. 

To further illustrate the cognitive semantic concepts identified in this study, figure 2 

shows the distribution of DOMESTICATED and WILD landscape features. Most lexical items 

belong to the category DOMESTICATED. This highlights the strong connection medieval Irish 

society had with the landscape. A range of landscape features were used and interacted with. 
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Carn is grouped with the WILD landscape features because none of its collocates indicate 

agricultural activities. However, as it is a result of human interaction with the landscape, it is 

not WILD in the same sense as caill, sruth, and slíab. It is more appropriate to think of it as 

UNDOMESTICATED rather than truly WILD. Fitting síd into this categorization is somewhat 

problematic. Because of its strong supernatural connotation, síd does not seem to conform to 

the same cognitive structure as other landscape features. While it does have collocates 

indicating that it is a DOMESTICATED landscape feature, it is not domesticated by humans but 

by supernatural beings. 

 

* domesticated by supernatural beings 

** UNDOMESTICATED 

Figure 2: Division of Investigated Landscape Terms into DOMESTICATED and WILD 

 

Figure 3 takes a closer look at landscape features that show a large degree of human 

interaction and their division into LANDMARK and NON-LANDMARK features. Carn is grouped 

together with the DOMESTICATED landscape features, because human interaction is a crucial 

part of its semantics. The grouping is labelled HUMAN INTERACTION rather than 

DOMESTICATED to reflect this. Once again, most lexical items belong to the same category, 

LANDMARK. Visual salience is an important motivational factor in this organisation, as all 

terms that are part of HUMAN INTERACTION but NON-LANDMARKS refer to smaller landscape 
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features, with their larger counterparts being used as landmarks. This is further illustrated by 

the use of slíab as a landmark, even though it is a wild part of the landscape. Its size and 

visibility make it a prominent place despite its distance from the speech community and a 

lack of regular interaction. The cognitive semantic structure of the Old Irish landscape 

vocabulary is, thus, determined by both visual salience and interactional properties. Once 

again, síd is somewhat problematic and, therefore, not assigned to either of the categories. On 

the one hand, it does function as a boundary marker between the human world and the 

otherworld. On the other hand, it is not used for navigation or pointed out in the same way as 

the other landmark terms. Síd’s supernatural connection allows it to function outside the 

cognitive structures imposed onto the rest of the landscape lexicon. Carey (1987) has pointed 

out that the otherworld “exists in no definable spatial relationship with the mortal realm” (7). 

This might explain why síd does not follow the same cognitive linguistic constraints as 

mortal locations. 

 

* domesticated by supernatural beings 
Figure 3: Division of Investigated Landscape Terms into LANDMARK and NON-LANDMARK 

 

Returning to the beginning of this section and the seemingly paradoxical equation of 

muir and mag, it is now clear that, conceptually, these landscape features are not markedly 

different from each other. The semantic overlap of the two terms is illustrated in table 14. 

Firstly, both terms belong to the categories DOMESTICATED and LANDMARK. Secondly, they 
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share a number of other collocate groupings that do not appear to be distinguishing cognitive 

concepts, but still contribute to the semantic resemblance of the two lexical items. In addition 

to their visual salience, both landscape features are relatively flat and can, therefore, be 

looked across in order to identify other landscape features or approaching people. They are 

not only used as landmarks, but are travelled ‘on’ or ‘across’ and have a number of collocates 

indicating them to be sites of conflict. They are, therefore, parallel landscape features in two 

ways: (1) they are parallel to one another in the mythological equation of muir being used by 

humans and mag being used by supernatural beings, and (2) they are parallel semantic 

concepts, with the majority of their semantic characteristics overlapping. The only distinction 

between them is the physical realisation of liquid water in contrast with solid land. This 

conceptual semantic parallelism allowed native speakers of Old Irish to equate the two 

landscape features. Understanding the semantic categorization of landscape features, 

therefore, provides a better understanding of the medieval Irish population’s mental 

representation of the natural world.  

 

Table 14: Semantic Overlap of Muir and Mag 

 domestic landmark overlook travel violence water land 

muir 

‘sea’ 

X X X X X X --- 

mag 

‘plain’ 

X X X X X --- X 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

This study differentiated the semantics of lexical items in the basic Old Irish landscape 

vocabulary and identified cognitive semantic categories that structure the landscape lexicon. 

A corpus of electronically available Old Irish texts was compiled and searched for relevant 

terms. The semantic differentiation undertaken in chapter 4.2 shows that corpus linguistics, 

specifically collocate analysis, can be used productively to deduce Old Irish semantics. 

Whenever collocate analysis does not provide conclusive evidence, close reading of relevant 

text passages offers another perspective and helps disambiguate lexical items. The approach 

adopted in this project provides a more detailed understanding of the target terms’ semantics 
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than can be found in dictionary entries. Therefore, semantic differentiation is a necessary 

prerequisite for the discussion of cognitive semantic categories of Old Irish landscape 

vocabulary. The study covers various landforms and bodies of water. Landforms include 

wooded landscapes (fid, caill), elevations in the landscape (slíab, tulach, cnocc, síd, carn), 

flat landscapes (mag), and depressions in the landscape (glenn). Bodies of water include the 

sea (muir, fairge, ler), inland water expanses (loch, linn), and flowing inland bodies of water 

(ab, sruth). 

Within each subfield of the landscape vocabulary, it was possible to identify semantic 

differences between lexical items. Lexical items were distinguished based on a range of 

features: (a) size (e.g. slíab ‘mountain/mountain range’ vs. tulach ‘hill’ vs. cnocc ‘hillock’ vs. 

carn ‘artificial mound’), (b) the speech community’s interaction with them (e.g. ab ‘river 

(domesticated)’ vs. sruth ‘river (wild), current’), (c) use as a landmark (e.g. loch ‘lake’ vs. 

linn ‘pool of water’), (d) variation in semantic breadth (e.g. muir ‘sea’ vs. fairge ‘sea’), and 

(e) variation in stylistic form (e.g. muir ‘sea’ vs. ler ‘sea (poetic)’). For most lexical items, the 

differentiation involved more than one feature. 

Based on the semantic differentiation, cognitive linguistic categories structuring the 

landscape vocabulary were identified and discussed. A pilot study investigating terms for 

‘forest’ indicated a distinction of DOMESTICATED and WILD landscape features. The hypothesis 

was, therefore, that other areas of Old Irish landscape vocabulary would also yield lexical 

items belonging to these categories. The semantic investigation revealed, however, that this 

hypothesis is overly simplistic. The majority of lexical items belong to the category 

DOMESTICATED (ab, cnocc, fairge, fid, glenn, linn, loch, mag, muir, tulach). Only the lexical 

subfields ‘forest’ (caill), ‘river’ (sruth), and ‘mountain’ (slíab) contained lexical items that are 

WILD. Carn was grouped with the WILD landscape features, but it is more appropriate to think 

of it as UNDOMESTICATED. While this does not directly confirm the initial hypothesis, it does 

highlight the importance of fertile, useable land. Landscape features that are used in daily life 

are represented more frequently in the corpus than those that are further removed from the 

sphere of human influence. This results in a relative infrequency of WILD landscape terms. 

The investigation provided evidence for another cognitive semantic category that 

largely operates within the category of DOMESTICATED landscape features: use as a landmark. 

Most of the domesticated landscape features are used as landmarks (ab, fairge, fid, glenn, 

loch, mag, muir). Size and visual salience are important factors, with smaller domesticated 

landscape features not being used as landmarks (tulach, cnocc, linn). Slíab and carn are the 

only terms that are LANDMARKS even though they are not DOMESTICATED. As carn is 
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artificial, the human interaction that created it makes it a suitable landmark. Slíab’s 

independent salience is significant enough to warrant its use as a landmark despite the 

distance from the speech community. While síd can be considered both DOMESTICATED and a 

LANDMARK, these uses are more closely connected with supernatural beings than with 

humans. This strong supernatural connection allows it to occupy a space outside the cognitive 

linguistic structure imposed onto the other lexical items.  

The present investigation provides evidence for the importance of considering 

semantic variation in the basic vocabulary. Even though fid and caill both translate to English 

‘forest’, and ab and sruth can both mean ‘river’, this overlooks the semantic variation 

expressed by these terms. A more detailed semantic understanding allows for the 

identification of cognitive linguistic categories that structured the basic Old Irish landscape 

lexicon. These semantic categories provide insight into how medieval Irish society 

conceptualized the natural world. This allows for seemingly paradoxical equations of 

landscape features, such as that of muir and mag discussed in chapter 4.3, to be seen from a 

new perspective that highlights the terms’ close semantic parallels. Approaching Old Irish 

landscape vocabulary from the cognitive linguistic perspective of its native speakers lets us 

see the landscape through their eyes. 

This study presents a starting point for the investigation of the cognitive semantic 

structure of Old Irish landscape terminology. Due to the relatively small size of the 

investigated corpus, the findings are tentative and need to be re-evaluated based on larger, 

better balanced corpora. The corpus does, however, represent Old Irish narrative literature 

sufficiently to allow for conclusions about the semantics exhibited in that genre. New 

questions have arisen over the course of this study that can provide fruitful avenues for future 

investigations. These include the motivations behind place naming, the semantic variation 

expressed by lexical items that had to be excluded from this study, and possible variation 

across genres that could not be detected in the present corpus. Extending the scope 

diachronically to investigate the cognitive linguistic structure of the landscape vocabulary in 

Middle, Early Modern, or Modern Irish would allow for the tracing of diachronic changes. 

For investigations of Old Irish semantics on a larger scale to be feasible, the 

availability of machine-readable material and tools for annotating and processing Old Irish 

texts needs to improve. With the increasing availability of machine-readable editions, the 

range of corpora and, thus, the range of possible research questions, will hopefully expand in 

the near future. Once larger corpora can be investigated, the study of Old Irish landscape 
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semantics has the potential to provide detailed insight into how the landscape was 

conceptualized in early medieval Ireland.   
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Appendix 1: Corpus Material 

 

The following table lists all material included in the corpus compiled for the present study. 

For each text, the title (as given in CELT or TLH), the abbreviation used in this paper, the 

assigned genre and the edition are listed. The following genres are distinguished: 

ecclesiastical writing (ECC), genealogies (GEN), historical writing (HIST), legal texts 

(LAW), narrative prose (NAR), and scholarly writing (SCOL). Even though poetry is 

considered a form distinct from prose rather than its own genre, the label poetry (POET) is 

maintained for texts that are labelled as such in CELT or TLH. The full bibliographic 

information of all texts can be found below the table. 

 

Genre Title Abbrev. Edition 

ECC The Monastery of Tallaght Tall Gwynn and Purton 

(1911) 

ECC An Old Irish Treatise on the Psalter TreatPsalt Meyer (1894) 

ECC The Vision of Laisrén Lais Meyer (1899b) 

ECC Ein altirisches Gedicht über das Ende der 

Welt 

Laud615 Meyer (1912b) 

ECC Baile Bricín BaiBr Meyer (1913a) 

ECC Bethu Brigte BethBr Ó hAodha (1978) 

ECC Cáin Eimíne Báin annso CainEim O’Keeffe (1907) 

ECC The Martyrology of Oengus the Culdee OenOen Stokes (1905a) 

GEN The Laud Synchronisms LaudSync Meyer (1913c) 

GEN Genealogies from Rawlinson B 502 RawB502 O’Brien (1962) 

HIST Scéla Cano meic Gartnáin ScCa Binchy (1963) 

HIST Gein Branduib maic Echach ocus Aedáin 

maic Gabráin 

GeBr Meyer (1899a) 

HIST In Tan No Théigmis Don Dáil Theig Meyer (1900) 

HIST The Colloquy between Fintan and the Hawk 

of Achill 

FinAch Meyer (1907b) 

HIST Orthanac Ua Coillama Cecinit Orth Meyer (1917) 

LAW Lebor Na Cert LnC Dillon (1962) 

NAR A Fragment of Old Irish Frag Bergin (1905) 

NAR The Saga of Fergus mac Léti FergL Binchy (1952) 

NAR Mesca Ulad MesU Carmichael Watson 

(1941) 

NAR Serglige Con Culainn SerCC Dillon (1953) 

NAR Táin Bó Regamna TBR Flynn (1998) 

NAR Airne Fíngein AirFi Gray and Mac 

Aongusa (2007) 
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Genre Title Abbrev. Edition 

NAR Esnada Tige Buchet ETB Greene (1955a) 

NAR Orgain Denna Ríg ODR Greene (1955b) 

NAR Compert Conchobuir ComCon Hull (1934) 

NAR Echtra Loegairi meic Crimthainn EchLoe Kelly (2006) 

NAR Togail Bruidne Da Derga TBDD Knott (1936) 

NAR Immram Brain ImBr Mac Mathúna (1985) 

NAR Táin Bó Fraích TBF Meid (1974) 

NAR Tochmar Emire TochE Meyer (1901) 

NAR Comrac Liadaine ocus Cuirithir ComLi Meyer (1902) 

NAR Die Wiederauffindung der Táin Bó Cúailnge TBC_W Meyer (1905) 

NAR The Death Tales of the Ulster Heroes DeathTales Meyer (1906) 

NAR The Dindshenchas of Emain Macha DEM Meyer (1907c) 

NAR Ailill Aulom, Mac Con, and Find ua Báiscne AilAu Meyer (1910a) 

NAR Reicne Fothaid Canainne RFC Meyer (1910b) 

NAR Síaburcharpat Conculaind SiabCon Meyer (1910c) 

NAR The Quarrel between Finn and Oisín FinnO Meyer (1910d) 

NAR Cath Sléphe Cáin CathSC Meyer (1912a) 

NAR Forfess Fer Fálgae FFF Meyer (1912b) 

NAR Ferchuitred Medba indso FerMed Meyer (1913b) 

NAR Cath Almaine CathAl Ó Riain (1978) 
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POET An Old Irish Poem on St. Patrick StPatrick Meyer (1907a) 

POET The March Roll of the Men of Leinster MarchLein Meyer (1912d) 
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POET A Bé Find, in Rega Lim ABeFind Murphy (1956b) 
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POET A Ben, Bennacht Fort-ná Ráid ABen Murphy (1956j) 

POET Scél Lem Dúib ScelLem Murphy (1956k) 

POET Int Én Bec IntEnBec Murphy (1956l) 
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Appendix 2: Complete Collocate Lists 

 

The following lists contain all collocates identified for each target term and the categories and 

subcategories assigned to them, as well as the source text (see appendix 1 for abbreviations). 

Collocates are given in the form of dictionary headwords, unless the semantics expressed in a 

particular contexts is better represented by an inflected form or the dictionary does not 

contain the term as a headword (e.g. for compounds). Source texts of terms collocating with 

place names are given in parentheses. The target terms are listed in the order in which their 

semantic differentiation was presented in chapter 4. 

 

Collocates of fid ‘forest’ 

 Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human-related domestic animals alam flock TBC_LL 

human-related domestic animals immirge herd TBC_LL 

human-related dwelling fulacht fire-place TBC_R1 

human-related dwelling munigin shelter (?) TBC_LL 

human-related other benaid cut down TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

human-related other carpat chariot TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

human-related other fertas carpat chariot-shaft TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

human-related other fidslat wooden rod TBC_LL 

human-related other fo-slechta cut down TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

human-related other sligid felled TBC_R1 

human-related violence berfópartaratr attack TBC_LL 

human-related violence cath battle (Orth) 

human-related violence claideb craind wooden sword TBC_R1 

human-related violence for-critha shakes TBC_R1 

human-related violence téit goes, advances TBC_LL 

human-related violence torpatar attack TBC_R1 

landmark location barr end/edge TBC_LL, 

CainiAmra 

landmark location medón middle TBC_R1 

landmark location muincend edge/outskirts TBC_R1 

landmark prepositions a out of TBC_LL, TBC_R1 

landmark prepositions co towards (RawB502) 

landmark prepositions fo on/onto TBC_LL 

landmark prepositions for onto/past (TBC_LL, 

TBC_R1, CathAl) 

landmark prepositions fri towards/against AMarban 
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 Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

landmark prepositions i in/into Traig, TBC_LL, 

(SMMD) 

landmark prepositions ic at (RawB502) 

landmark prepositions o from (BethBr) 

landmark prepositions tar across ColDu 

natural world landscape feature díamair remote place TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature fánglenn dale/ deep dale TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature fásach wasteland TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature mag plain TBC_R1 

natural world natural element gaíthe wind AMarban 

natural world vegetation cuilenn holly tree TBC_LL 

natural world vegetation dair oak TBC_LL 

natural world vegetation fidros wooded slope ScCa 

natural world vegetation flescach abounding in 

branches 

AMarban 

natural world vegetation folt foliage (lit. hair) TBC_R1 

natural world vegetation forbul undergrowth ScCa 

natural world vegetation fráech heather Traig 

natural world vegetation ibar yew-wood Traig 

natural world vegetation mes tree CainiAmra, ImBr 

other description mór big TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

other description sinem oldest Traig 

other other cothad support TochE 

 

Collocates of caill ‘forest’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related dwelling cell church/monastic 

settlement 

RawB502 

human related dwelling eclas church ColDu 

human related dwelling proindtech refectory ColDu 

human related dwelling úarboth hunting booth AMarban 

human related other cáemthai comrades TBC_LL 

landmark prepositions for on/ onto ScCa, (AilAu) 

landmark prepositions i in/ into ColDu, TBC_LL, 

(CuRoi) 

natural world landscape feature carn heap/pile RawB502 

natural world landscape feature clár level expanse Cetemain 

natural world landscape feature mag plain TBC, TBC_LL, 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

Cetemain 

natural world landscape feature tír land RawB502 

natural world vegetation beithe birch-tree AithbeDam 

natural world vegetation cráeb branch/tree FinAch 

natural world vegetation duleglass green-leaved RFC 

natural world vegetation forcle caille ‘a plant-name’ Theig 

natural world vegetation lus herbs/plants ColDu 

natural world vegetation lusrad herbs/plants ColDu 

other other airchra decline ScCa 

other other céol music CenAinius, 

Cetemain, ComLi 

other other sáire freedom TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

 

Collocates of slíab ‘mountain/mountain range’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related domestic animals bó oxen TBC_R1 

human related domestic animals ech horse LnC, (TBC_R1) 

human related domestic animals samaisc heifer (TBC_R1, 

TBC_LL) 

human related domestic animals slabrae cattle Cetemain 

human related domestic animals tarb bull (TBC_R1) 

human related other claidid digs TBC_LL 

human related other cotlud sleeping SerCC 

human related other cutaim collapsing OenOen 

human related other do-gní makes, creates OenOen 

human related other fo-ricc finds TBC_R1 

human related other frecomét looking out (TBC_LL) 

human related other rí king (LnC, RawB502) 

human related other snádud protecting (TBC_R1) 

human related other sochaid host (RawB502) 

human related travel accmaing encircling (TBC_R1) 

human related travel imm-réid drives (TBC_R1) 

human related travel imm-sói turns round (TBC_LL) 

human related travel im-tét goes across MescaUlad 

human related travel ríachtain reaching (TBC_R1) 

human related violence andáig lack of hope OenOen 

human related violence at-baill perishes (RawB502) 

human related violence bádud destruction (LaudSync) 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related violence cath battle LaudSync, (LnC) 

human related violence do-esc cuts OenOen 

human related violence éc death (RawB502) 

human related violence letrad cutting TBC_LL 

human related violence loiscid burns (RawB502) 

human related violence óencharptech single charioteer (TBC_LL) 

human related violence rúaic attack (FinAch) 

human related violence slóg host TBC_R1 

human related violence teine fire (RawB502) 

landmark direction túaiscert north (RawB502) 

landmark location anair from the east (TochE) 

landmark location andess from the south (TochE) 

landmark location aníar from the west (CuRoi, DiaLim) 

landmark location atuaid from the north (TBC_LL) 

landmark location íarthar west OenOen 

landmark location sair eastwards TBC_LL, (DiaLim) 

landmark location sairthuaid north-east (RawB502) 

landmark location sechnón throughout SerCC 

landmark location thall there TBC_R1 

landmark location túaid north TBC_R1 

landmark location ucut yonder TBC_R1 

landmark preposition co to (TBC_LL, LnC, 

TBC_R1, DiaLim, 

RawB502,) 

landmark preposition i in/into TBC_LL, ScCa, 

TBC_R1, 

(OenOen, 

RawB502, 

MescaUlad) 

landmark preposition ó from (TBC_R1, BaiBr) 

landmark preposition oc at (TBF, RawB502) 

landmark preposition ri before (MescaUlad) 

landmark preposition tar across TBC_R1, 

TBC_LL, 

(ComCC) 

landmark prepositions a from TBC_R1, LnC, 

(MescaUlad) 

landmark prepositions do from TBC_R1 

landmark prepositions etir between TBC_R1, Lais, 

(TBC_LL) 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

landmark prepositions for on ScCa 

landmark prepositions imm around TBDD 

natural world landscape feature ab river (RawB502) 

natural world landscape feature carn hillock TBC_R1 

natural world landscape feature díamair remote place (TBC_R1) 

natural world landscape feature glas stream TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature glenn valley OenOen 

natural world landscape feature loch lake TBDD 

natural world landscape feature tipra spring (CuRoi) 

natural world landscape feature tír land (RawB502) 

natural world landscape feature topar well TBC_R1 

natural world landscape feature úama cave Lais 

natural world wildlife alam herd (TBC_R1) 

natural world wildlife én bird (ComCC) 

natural world wildlife oss deer (TBC_R1) 

other description ard tall Lais 

other description dub dark Lais 

other description línib many MescaUlad 

other description métithir as big as TBC_LL 

other description mór big OenOen,  

other description sen old MescaUlad 

other description seng narrow FinAch 

other other cenn end of TBDD 

other other lecc standing stone TBDD 

other other ór gold OenOen 

 

Collocates of tulach ‘hill’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related domestic animals muc pig LnC 

human related dwelling baile town/farmstead LnC 

human related other bennachad blessing LnC 

human related other cóiced province TBC_LL 

human related other láech warrior TBC_LL 

human related other scíath shield TBC_R1 

human related other slóg host TBC_LL 

human related other tigernas lordship LnC 

human related travel aithigid visiting LnC 

human related violence benaid strikes TBC_R1 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related violence buiden troop TBC_LL 

human related violence cath battle LnC 

human related violence do-tuit fell TBC_LL 

human related violence maidid rout/fleeing TBC_LL 

human related violence sligid smites TBC_R1 

landmark prepositions for on/onto TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

landmark prepositions i in/into TBC_R1 

landmark prepositions ri before TBC_LL 

landmark prepositions tar across TBC_LL 

natural world landscape features áth ford TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

natural world landscape features céite hill TBC_LL 

natural world landscape features cnocc hill TBC_LL 

natural world landscape features fánaid declivities TBC_LL 

natural world landscape features fert mound TBC_LL 

natural world landscape features inis island TBC_R1 

natural world landscape features loch lake TBC_R1 

natural world landscape features mael flat-topped hill TBC_R1 

natural world landscape features tuadebrecha mounds TBC_LL 

 

Collocates of cnocc ‘hillock’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related domestic animals bó cows LnC 

human related domestic animals muc pigs LnC 

human related other ad-cí sees SerCC 

human related other ad-claid dig MescaUlad 

human related other ainmm name TBC_R1, TochE 

human related other do-bidci throw at TBC_LL 

human related other tecoiscid taught TBC_LL 

human related travel sibal travelling FinAch 

landmark prepositions de from TBC_LL 

landmark prepositions do of/to (SiabCon) 

landmark prepositions etir between TochE 

landmark prepositions for on/onto LnC 

landmark prepositions i in MescaUlad 

natural world landscape feature céite hill TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature cóiced province TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature glenn valley FinAch 

natural world landscape feature síd otherworld MescaUlad 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

natural world landscape feature tulach hill TBC_LL 

other description leth side TBC_LL, 

(RawB502) 

other description mór big (FinAch) 

 

Collocates of síd ‘fairy hill’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related domestic animals bó cow TBF, TBR 

human related domestic animals ech horse TochE, TBDD 

human related other athair father AirFi 

human related other cáem nobles TBDD 

human related other fer man TBDD 

human related other ingen daughter AirFi, TBDD 

human related other láech warrior TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

human related other mac son AirFi, TBC_R1 

human related other máthair mother TBF 

human related other muccaid swineherd TBDD 

human related other rí king TBDD, TochE 

human related other ro génair was born TBDD 

human related other sognáis company CainiAmra, ImBr 

human related travel aithigid visits SerCC 

human related travel do-icc reaches TochE 

human related violence gonaid kills TBDD 

human related violence imrethat overran AisOen 

landmark prepositions a from/out of TBDD, TBF, 

TochE, (TBC_LL, 

AisOen) 

landmark prepositions co to (AisOen) 

landmark prepositions dochum to AisOen 

landmark prepositions eter between SerCC 

landmark prepositions i in/into TBDD, TochE, 

(TBC_R1) 

landmark prepositions ó from TochE 

landmark prepositions oc at (AisOen) 

natural world landscape feature mruig land TBC_R1 

natural world landscape feature muir sea TochE 

natural world landscape feature srúaim stream TochE 

natural world vegetation luib plants TBC_R1, TBC_LL 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

natural world vegetation lus herbs TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

other other ainmm name TochE, TBC_R1 

other other aithesse injury TochE 

other other as-luí escape TBDD 

other other fortacht helping TBC_R1 

other other imgabáil avoiding TochE 

other other móidfid delight CainiAmra, ImBr 

other supernatural Bodb mythological 

figure 

AirFi, AisOen, 

TBDD 

other supernatural ícc healing SerCC, TBC_R1, 

TBC_LL 

other supernatural Morrígan war goddess TBR 

 

Collocates of carn ‘heap/pile’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related domestic animal cuilén puppy DeathTales 

human related other cenn head DeathTales 

human related other cor placing TBDD 

human related other do-beir gives, brings TBDD, (FinAch) 

human related other fo-ceird places TBDD 

human related travel luing boat AOA 

human related travel ro-icc reaches TBC_LL 

human related violence do-claid digs/ uproots DeathTales 

human related violence orgun attack TBDD 

landmark location anair east (RawB502) 

landmark location fail place RawB502 

landmark location taeb side DeathTales 

landmark location úachtar yonder TBC_R1 

landmark location út yonder TBC_LL 

landmark prepositions co to (RawB502, 

FinAch) 

landmark prepositions for on (TBC_R1, 

TBC_LL) 

landmark prepositions oc at TBC_R1, 

(RawB502) 

natural world landscape feature caill forest MescaUlad 

natural world landscape feature slíab mountain TBC_R1 

natural world natural element cloch stones AOA, TBDD, 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

DeathTales 

other description gel white TBC_R1 

other description oíbind pleasant TBC_LL 

 

Collocates of mag ‘plain’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

  úas above OenOen, AMarban 

human related domestic animals ech horse SiabCon, TBC_R1 

human related domestic animals mart oxen TBF, LnC 

human related domestic animals molt ram LnC 

human related domestic animals slabrae stock of cattle TBC_R1 

human related dwelling caisel stone fort ComCC 

human related dwelling cathair city/town CuRoi 

human related dwelling déntae building TBC_LL 

human related dwelling dún fort TBC_LL 

human related dwelling dúnad encampment TBC_LL 

human related dwelling longphurt boat spot TBC_LL 

human related dwelling tech house TBC_R1 

human related dwelling tor tower OenOen 

human related other airbe fence, hedge ComCC 

human related other ara charioteer TBC_R1 

human related other carpat chariot SiabCon, ImBr, 

CainiAmra, 

TBC_R1, (BethBr) 

human related other cell  church (BethBr) 

human related other clad earthen 

rampart 

ComCC 

human related other cluiche playing TBC_R1, (TochE) 

human related other coimitecht protecting (BethBr) 

human related other curach boat ImBr 

human related other dindgna landmark TBC_LL 

human related other geltaid grazes TBC_R1 

human related other immáin driving (a ball) TBC_R1 

human related other láech  warrior TBC_R1, SerCC, 

TBC_LL 

human related other líathróit ball TBC_R1 

human related other macrad children TBC_R1 

human related other mál tribute/chief SerCC 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related other marcach messenger SerCC 

human related other óenuch assembly (SerCC) 

human related other rí king ComCC, TochE, 

EchLoe, (LnC) 

human related other ro h-alt reared TBC_R1 

human related other tredua threefold 

rampart 

Orth 

human related other (vision) ad-cí sees Orth, TBC_R1, 

TBC_LL 

human related other (vision) déicsiu looking TBC_R1 

human related other (vision) dercaid watchman TBC_R1 

human related other (vision) do-éccai looks at SerCC, TBC_R1 

human related other (vision) forcsi surveying TBC_LL 

human related other (vision) frecomét keep look out TBC_R1 

human related travel gnás custom ImBr 

human related travel imm-réid encircles ImBr, CainiAmra 

human related travel ríad riding AithbeDam 

human related violence aiged honour ODR 

human related violence áonchairptech single 

charioteer 

(CainiAmra) 

human related violence ár slaughter (RawB502) 

human related violence at-bail perishes (RawB502) 

human related violence breslach falling (TBC_R1, 

TBC_LL) 

human related violence búaid victory CainiAmra, ImBr 

human related violence cath battle EchLoe, (TBDD, 

LaudSync, 

RawB502, 

TBC_LL) 

human related violence con-ricc meets (in 

battle) 

TBC_R1 

human related violence dírím multitude TBC_R1, 

(TBC_LL) 

human related violence guin wounding (FinAch) 

human related violence matan fight (FinAch) 

human related violence slóg host TBC_R1, ODR, 

CainiAmra, ImBr 

human related violence tochim attacking (TBC_R1) 

human related violence do-tuit falls (RawB502) 

human related violence torpartar attack TBC_R1 

landmark direction atúaith from the north TBC_R1, CuRoi 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

landmark direction medón middle TBC_R1 

landmark direction síar westwards ColDu 

landmark direction út yonder TBC_R1 

landmark location anair east TBC_R1 

landmark location aníar west TBC_LL 

landmark location cernach edge TBC_LL 

landmark location leth side TBC_LL, TBR 

landmark location ochrach borders, places TBC_LL 

landmark location taeb side (RawB502) 

landmark location thall yonder LnC, TBC_R1, 

TochE 

landmark prepositions a out of TBC_R1, ODR, 

LnC, (SerCC, 

OenOen, 

DeathTales) 

landmark prepositions ar before TBC_LL, 

(TBC_W, FinAch, 

DeathTales) 

landmark prepositions co to LnC, (TBC_LL, 

TBC_R1) 

landmark prepositions do/ di from LnC, FinAch, 

TBC_LL, SerCC, 

(BethBr, TBC_R1) 

landmark prepositions etir between TBC_R1 

landmark prepositions for on/onto TBC_LL, AirFi, 

TBC_R1, (EchLoe, 

RawB502) 

landmark prepositions i in/into TBR, TBC_LL, 

TBC_R1, OenOen, 

ImBr, CuRoi, 

ComCC, AMarban, 

SiabCon, (TBF, 

TBC_R1, SerCC, 

ScCa, RFC, 

RawB502, SMMD, 

MescaUlad, LnC, 

DeathTales, TBDD, 

CainiAmra, 

BethBr) 

landmark prepositions íar after (ColDu, TBC_R1, 

ImBr) 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

landmark prepositions sech across (SMMD) 

landmark prepositions tar across TochE, TBC_R1, 

LnC, TBC_LL, 

(SerCC, ScCa, 

CuRoi) 

landmark prepositions tres across ImBr 

natural world landscape feature caill forest Cetemain, 

TBC_R1, 

TBC_LL, (LnC) 

natural world landscape feature fairge sea ImBr 

natural world landscape feature fid forest TBC_R1, 

TBC_LL, 

MescaUlad, 

RawB502 

natural world landscape feature fidbaid forest TBC_R1 

natural world landscape feature glenn valley TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature lár  ground AMarban, ODR 

natural world landscape feature ler sea OenOen 

natural world landscape feature loch lake (RawB502, 

DeathTales) 

natural world landscape feature mael flat-topped 

hillock 

Orth 

natural world landscape feature maigen open land (BethBr) 

natural world landscape feature muir sea TBC_LL, ImBr, 

(TochE) 

natural world landscape feature ocenloch ocean lake (EchLoe) 

natural world landscape feature tír land LnC, OenOen 

natural world natural element grían sun (OenOen) 

natural world natural elements cloch stone TBC_R1 

natural world natural elements gáeth wind TBC_R1 

natural world natural elements lecc flagstone TBC_LL, TBC_R1 

natural world natural elements tromcheo heavy mist TBC_R1 

natural world vegetation bláth flower AirFi 

natural world vegetation gráinne seeds AirFi 

natural world vegetation scoth flower ImBr 

natural world wildlife ailbín small flock (of 

birds) 

TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

natural world wildlife cadan wild goose TBC_LL, TBC_R1 

natural world wildlife cauth barnacle goose TBC_R1 

natural world wildlife clíabach deer TBC_R1 

natural world wildlife én bird TBC_LL, ScCa, 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

SerCC 

natural world wildlife énlaith flock of birds ComCC 

natural world wildlife fannall swallow TBC_R1 

natural world wildlife fíadmíl wild animal TBC_LL, TBC_R1 

natural world wildlife íall flock (of birds) TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

natural world wildlife míl animal TBF 

natural world wildlife sinnach fox TBF 

natural world wildlife torc boar TBF 

other description corcair purple ABeFind 

other description finn fair ImBr 

other description lethan broad, wide OenOen 

other description maethlach soft AMarban 

other description maith good Orth 

other description mell pleasant ImBr, EchLoe 

other description mellach pleasant AMarban 

other description mét greatness CainiAmra, ImBr 

other description mín smooth AMarban 

other description moíthgnath gentle-

customed 

ImBr 

other description mórfairsing big, broad TBC_LL 

other description réide smooth, level ImBr, ComCC, 

TBC_LL 

other description róe level TBC_R1 

other description scothach flowery CainiAmra, ImBr 

other other dath color ImBr 

other other neim evil power OenOen 

 

Collocates of glenn ‘valley’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

  a out of CathAl, (TBC_LL) 

human related domestic animals cú dog DeathTales 

human related domestic animals samsaisc heifer RawB502, 

(TBC_LL) 

human related dwelling tech house TochE 

human related other arnabárach until the 

morrow 

(TBC_LL) 

human related other foaid spends the 

night 

(TBC_R1) 

human related travel sibal travelling FinAch 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related violence braine vanguard MescaUlad 

human related violence carpat chariot SerCC 

human related violence con-ricc meet (in battle) (TBC_R1) 

human related violence maidid bursts/breaks MescaUlad 

landmark direction anair from east AilAu 

landmark direction síar westwards AilAu 

landmark location anall there MescaUlad 

landmark location medón middle Lais 

landmark location túaid north Lais 

landmark prepositions co to TBC_LL, 

TBC_R1, Orth, 

DeathTales, 

(RawB502) 

landmark prepositions do from OenOen 

landmark prepositions dochum towards DeathTales 

landmark prepositions fo under/througho

ut 

Lais, BaiBr 

landmark prepositions for on/onto TochE, TBC_R1 

landmark prepositions i in/into TBC_R1, OenOen, 

(RawB502) 

landmark prepositions imm about TBC_LL 

landmark prepositions tar across/past FinAch, AilAu, 

MescaUlad, 

(TBC_R1) 

natural world landscape feature cnocc hill FinAch 

natural world landscape feature fánaid hollow TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature gort field/land FinAch 

natural world landscape feature linn pool of water OenOen 

natural world landscape feature loch lake TBC_R1 

natural world landscape feature muir sea RawB502 

natural world landscape feature slíab mountain OenOen, 

(TBC_LL) 

natural world landscape feature tuadebrecht mound TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature tulach hill TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

natural world natural element grían sun TBC_LL, 

(OenOen) 

natural world natural elements gáeth wind RawB502 

natural world wildlife elit doe MescaUlad 

natural world wildlife énlaith flock of birds FinAch 

natural world wildlife mormhuc big pig/sow DeathTales, TochE 

natural world wildlife torc boar FinAch 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

other description garb rough MescaUlad 

other description glúair clear RawB502 

other description mór big TochE, Lais 

other supernatural bánánach mythical spirit TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

other supernatural bocánach mythical spirit TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

other supernatural demon demon TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

other supernatural genit female spirit TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

 

Collocates of muir ‘sea’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

  tondgur sharp-waved MescaUlad 

human related other do-beir brings MarchLein, Orth, 

RFC 

human related other flaith kingdom/rule AirFi 

human related other for-aicci overlooks  CainiAmra, ImBr 

human related other imbádud playful, mutual 

dunking 

AOA 

human related other muinter household BethBr, AilAu 

human related other múr wall/rampart TBC_LL 

human related other slóg host AilAu, ImBr 

human related travel bárc boat, bark RawB502 

human related travel curchán little boat ImBr, CainiAmra, 

OenOen 

human related travel do-fed leads ImBr 

human related travel do-icc comes (to) TochE 

human related travel fecht journey AilAu 

human related travel fo-beir passes under FergL 

human related travel fo-fich trespass FergL 

human related travel imm-ra row/ travel CainiAmra, ImBr 

human related travel imram sea-voyage RawB502, ImBr 

human related travel muircrech ‘distance 

measure’ 
FergL 

human related travel nó boat CuRoi 

human related travel ro-icc reaches FergL 

human related violence buiden army TBC_LL 

human related violence carpat chariot ImBr, CainiAmra 

human related violence fer mara pirate TBC_LL 

human related violence fo-fich attacks RawB502 

human related violence guin wounding LnC 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related violence indarba expulsion RawB502 

human related violence oirgid devastates CainiAmra, ImBr 

human related violence slaidid plunders CuRoi 

human related violence tascar company BaiBr 

landmark direction anair eastwards MescaUlad, 

OenOen 

landmark direction aníar westwards MescaUlad 

landmark direction sadess southwards TBC_R1 

landmark location dú space ScCa 

landmark location sair east AilAu, (RawB502) 

landmark prepositions ar for/before RawB502, LnC, 

FinAch 

landmark prepositions co to TochE, TBC_LL, 

RawB502, Orth, 

LnC, OenOen 

landmark prepositions di from ScCa, SMMD, 

ImBr, CainiAmra, 

RawB502, 

TBC_LL 

landmark prepositions do to AilAu 

landmark prepositions dochum towards TBC_R1, ScCa, 

FergL, AilAu 

landmark prepositions etir between TBC_LL, 

TBC_R1, CuRoi 

landmark prepositions for on TochE, SiabCon, 

RawB502, ImBr, 

CainiAmra 

landmark prepositions fri against/towards TochE, AilAu  

landmark prepositions i in/into MescaUlad, ScCa, 

Lais, AOA, 

(RawB502) 

landmark prepositions íar across ImBr 

landmark prepositions ó from Orth, OenOen 

landmark prepositions oc at TBDD, (RawB502) 

landmark prepositions tar across/past TBF, SerCC, RFC, 

OenOen, ImBr, 

MescaUlad, LnC, 

GeBr, FinAch, 

CainiAmra, CuRoi 

landmark prepositions tres through CuRoi 

natural world BOW fairge sea ImBr, CainiAmra 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

natural world BOW glas stream TBC_LL, TBC_R1 

natural world BOW ler sea BethBr 

natural world BOW ocían ocean AilAu, ImBr 

natural world BOW uisce water FergL 

natural world landscape feature ailén island TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature bith land/territory CuRoi 

natural world landscape feature brú edge/brink CainiAmra, FergL, 

OenOen, ImBr 

natural world landscape feature crích territory TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature drochet bridge RaisitDinis 

natural world landscape feature inis island AithbeDam, CuRoi 

natural world landscape feature machaire large plain/field TochE 

natural world landscape feature mag plain TBC_LL, TochE, 

ImBr, CainiAmra 

natural world landscape feature methas frontier FergL 

natural world landscape feature or shore BethBr 

natural world landscape feature réid level landscape TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature srub headland AilAu 

natural world landscape feature talam earth ImBr, TBC_LL, 

TBC_R1 

natural world landscape feature tír land ComLi, ImBr, 

RawB502, CuRoi, 

TBC_LL, SiabCon, 

GeBr, TochE, LnC 

natural world landscape feature tráig shore AithbeDam 

natural world natural elements anfud storm Orth, Lais 

natural world natural elements carrac large stone TBC_LL 

natural world natural elements cloch stone CainiAmra, ImBr, 

TBC_LL, TochE 

natural world natural elements nem sky TBC_LL, TBC_R1 

natural world part of BOW mong surface of sea LnC, RaisitDinis, 

ImBr 

natural world part of BOW tonn wave ImBr, CainiAmra, 

AirFi, AithbeDam 

natural world part of BOW trilis crest of sea-

foam 

ImBr 

natural world wildlife én bird TochE 

natural world wildlife eó salmon CainiAmra, ImBr 

natural world wildlife íasc fish TochE 

natural world wildlife mílach abounding in 

animals 

OenOen 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

other description ard high TBC_LL, LnC 

other description brígach powerful OenOen 

other description búan everlasting OenOen 

other description buide yellow CainiAmra, ImBr 

other description druídecht magical TochE 

other description finn fair ImBr, CainiAmra 

other description geldod bright-colored CainiAmra, ImBr 

other description glan clear ImBr, CainiAmra 

other description glas grey/blue/green CainiAmra, ImBr, 

MarchLein 

other description glédenn clear colored OenOen 

other description ilpíastaigh abounding in 

monsters 

FinAch 

other description lac feeble ScCa 

other description mongach crested SerCC 

other description mór great LnC, AithbeDam, 

MarchLein, 

TBC_LL 

other description muad glorious ScCa 

other description sreth spreading out OenOen 

other description tipri gushes over CainiAmra, ImBr 

other description úath terrible Orth 

other figurative ifern hell Lais 

other figurative teine fire RawB502, Lais 

other other adaig night ImBr, CainiAmra 

other other do-eim covers TochE 

other other sceimel covering TochE 

other other lá day ImBr, CainiAmra, 

AithbeDam 

 

Collocates of fairge ‘sea’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related other coblach fleet TochE 

human related travel imderc journey AilAu 

human related travel luingíne small-boat AOA 

human related violence fuil blood ImBr 

landmark direction sair eastwards AilAu 

landmark location medón middle TochE 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

landmark prepositions for on/onto ComLi, ScCa, 

SiabCon 

landmark prepositions fri towards AilAu 

landmark prepositions íar across AOA 

landmark prepositions tar across BaiBr 

natural world BOW muir sea ImBr, CainiAmra 

natural world landscape feature fán slope RawB502 

natural world landscape feature port shore SiabCon 

natural world landscape feature slis coast AilAu 

natural world landscape feature tír land RawB502 

natural world part of BOW formna surface TBDD 

natural world part of BOW lár surface/ground SiabCon 

natural world part of BOW tonn wave RawB502, OenOen 

other description eithrech fish-filled TBC_LL 

other description fogur sound ComLi 

other description lí beauty ImBr, CainiAmra 

other description ochargorm blue-surfaced TBC_LL 

 

Collocates of ler ‘sea’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related other doé rampart OenOen 

human related other láthraid arranges, 

places 

TBDD 

human related other loinges fleet RawB502 

human related travel long ship LnC 

human related travel longach ship-frequented OenOen 

human related violence sligid defeats AirFi 

landmark prepositions for on BethBr 

landmark prepositions ós from RaisitDinis 

landmark prepositions tar across AirFi, SerCC, 

OenOen, LnC 

landmark prepositions úas above OenOen 

natural world BOW fairge expanse OenOen 

natural world BOW muir sea BethBr 

natural world landscape feature betha world RawB502 

natural world landscape feature lerg shore RawB502 

natural world landscape feature mag plain OenOen 

natural world part of BOW lánmóraib full tide SerCC 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

natural world part of BOW tonn wave OenOen, SerCC 

natural world part of BOW trilis crest of waves OenOen 

natural world part of BOW túag inlet Orth 

natural world wildlife gabor lir seahorse CainiAmra, ImBr 

other description fúam noise AirFi 

other description lethan wide OenOen 

other description lonn raging TBDD 

other description lonnbras mighty-raging RaisitDinis 

other description níthach aggressive RawB502 

other other bliadain year  BethBr 

other other ór gold OenOen 

 

Collocates of loch ‘lake’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related domestic animals bó cow/ox  (AisOen) 

human related dwelling a ndorus thige outside the 

house 

(DeathTales) 

human related dwelling ad-treba dwelled in (BaiBr) 

human related dwelling cell church (ComLi, BaiBr) 

human related dwelling dúnad encampment DeathTales 

human related dwelling post base-pillar RawB502 

human related dwelling tech house RawB502, 

(DeathTales) 

human related other búaid victory (LnC) 

human related other druí druid (BethBr) 

human related other fían fían/war-band (TBC_R1) 

human related other ferfáid seer/prophet (BaiBr) 

human related other fothrucud washing/bathin

g 

DeathTales 

human related other ingen girl/daughter AisOen 

human related other nige washing DeathTales 

human related other súil eye TBDD 

human related travel do-immchella makes a circuit AisOen 

human related travel fo-beir passing under FergL 

human related travel long boat (LnC) 

human related travel luingíne small boat SerCC 

human related travel tairchell surrounding DeathTales 

human related violence bádud drowning DeathTales 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related violence coblach fleet LnC 

human related violence comrac battle (TBC_LL) 

landmark direction atúaid from the north (ScCa) 

landmark location crithcend border land (BaiBr) 

landmark location forba end (RawB502) 

landmark location íarthar the west RawB502 

landmark location íchtar bottom DeathTales 

landmark location nessam next to/near (AisOen) 

landmark location úachtar surface/top DeathTales 

landmark location + 

direction 

aníar from the west RawB502 

landmark location + 

direction 

síar westwards (RawB502, ScCa) 

landmark prepositions a out of DeathTales 

landmark prepositions ar for/before LnC, (BaiBr) 

landmark prepositions ás above TBC_LL, BaiBr 

landmark prepositions co to DeathTales, 

(AisOen) 

landmark prepositions do to Cetemain, 

RawB502, 

(TBC_R1, ScCa, 

DeathTales) 

landmark prepositions dochum towards DeathTales 

landmark prepositions etir between TBC_R1, 

RawB502 

landmark prepositions fa under FergL, SerCC 

landmark prepositions for on FergL, SerCC, 

DeathTales, 

AisOen, (LnC) 

landmark prepositions fri against RawB502 

landmark prepositions i in TBC_R1, 

DeathTales, 

(RawB502) 

landmark prepositions ó from (TochE, BaiBr, 

IntEnBec, 

RawB502) 

landmark prepositions oc at DeathTales , 

AisOen, 

(RawB502, ScCa, 

BethBr) 

natural world BOW ab river DeathTales, 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

FinAch 

natural world BOW linn pool of water FergL 

natural world BOW muir sea FergL, FinAch 

natural world BOW sruth stream FinAch 

natural world BOW tonn wave FergL 

natural world landscape feature brú brink/edge AisOen, (ComLi) 

natural world landscape feature bruinne breasts/brink (BaiBr) 

natural world landscape feature cnocc hill TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature crich territory (FergL) 

natural world landscape feature crúachán little hill TBC_R1 

natural world landscape feature drochet bridge/causewa

y 

(RawB502) 

natural world landscape feature fánglenn hollow TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature fertais bank/ridge (TBC_R1, 

TBC_LL) 

natural world landscape feature glenn valley OenOen 

natural world landscape feature inis island TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature lerg shore TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature mag plain DeathTales, 

(RawB502) 

natural world landscape feature slíab mountain TBDD 

natural world landscape feature talam earth/world (AirFi) 

natural world landscape feature tulach hill DeathTales, 

TBC_LL, TBC_R1 

natural world motion of BOW ro-fher comes forth AirFi 

natural world motion of BOW do-furgaib comes forth AirFi 

natural world natural elements casar hail/lightning AirFi 

natural world natural elements cloch stone AirFi, DeathTales 

natural world natural elements findcharrgib fair stone MescaUlad 

natural world natural elements fros shower/ rain AirFi 

natural world natural elements grenach gravel DeathTales 

natural world natural elements linn waters Cetemain 

natural world natural elements uisce water DeathTales 

natural world vegetation cráeb tree (IntEnBec) 

natural world vegetation cuind holly-tree (AirFi) 

natural world wildlife dam hart/ stag DeathTales 

natural world wildlife elit hind/ doe DeathTales 

natural world wildlife én bird AisOen, SerCC 

natural world wildlife énlaith flock of birds SerCC 

natural world wildlife géis swan AisOen 

other description airer delight (TochE) 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

other description ingantach wonderful AirFi 

other description ro-fich seethes FergL 

other description úar cold LnC 

other supernatural bricht spell DeathTales 

other supernatural muirdris seamonster FergL 

other supernatural peist uiscide seamonster FergL 

other supernatural samain November 1
st
 (AisOen) 

 

Collocates of linn ‘pool of water’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related dwelling muilend mill CathAl, BethBr 

human related other cles games TBC_LL 

human related other nigid washes TBC_LL 

human related other snámh swims TBF 

human related travel imm-tét goes around TBC_R1 

human related violence cath battle Orth 

human related violence nach foísam not safe TBC_LL 

landmark prepositions for on/onto TBC_LL, 

TBC_R1, SerCC, 

ComLi 

landmark prepositions i in/into TBF, TBC_R1, 

CainiAmra, TBR 

landmark prepositions la by TBC_R1 

natural world BOW áth ford TBR, AirFi, 

TBC_R1 

natural world BOW inber river-mouth AirFi 

natural world BOW loch lake Cetemain 

natural world BOW lundu pool TBC_LL 

natural world BOW sruth stream Cetemain, 

TBC_LL, (TochE) 

natural world BOW tonn wave/water TBC_LL 

natural world BOW uisce water TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature daire oak-forest AirFi 

natural world landscape feature glenn valley OenOen 

natural world landscape feature lerg hillside CathAl 

natural world landscape feature mag plain AirFi 

natural world natural element grenach gravel/sand TBC_R1 

natural world part of BOW coipp foam TBC_LL 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

natural world part of BOW túag inlet Orth 

natural world wildlife éicne fish/salmon  CainiAmra 

natural world wildlife ela swan CainiAmra 

natural world wildlife rón seal CainiAmra 

other description ard high RaisitDinis 

other description dub dark TBC_R1 

other description glan clean SerCC, ImBr 

other description lán full Cetemain 

other description lethan broad/wide OenOen 

other description lind-uaine having green 

pools 

LnC 

other description mór big MescaUlad 

other description oíbind pleasant RaisitDinis 

other description solus bright MescaUlad 

other figurative dubfhola dark blood MescaUlad 

other figurative fuil blood CathAl 

 

Collocates of ab ‘river’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related domestic animals gelid grazing TBC_LL 

human related other fothrucud bathing/ 

washing 

TBC_R1, TBF 

human related other immolta washing TBC_LL 

human related other indlat washing TBC_R1 

human related other uisce óoil drinking water TBC_LL 

landmark location anairthúaid northeast RFC 

landmark location díamair hidden TBF 

landmark location for lár middle TBC_R1 

landmark prepositions co to TBC_LL 

landmark prepositions do to TBF 

landmark prepositions dochum towards TBC_LL 

landmark prepositions etir between RawB502 

landmark prepositions for on/onto TBC_LL 

landmark prepositions fri against/towards RFC 

landmark prepositions i in/into TBF, TBC_R1 

landmark prepositions ó/a out of (RawB502), 

DeathTales 

natural world BOW glas rivulet TBC_LL 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

natural world BOW loch lake DeathTales, 

FinAch 

natural world BOW muir sea FinAch 

natural world landscape feature áth open space/ford TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature bern (mountain) pass TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature brú shore TBF 

natural world landscape feature commar confluence TBC_R1 

natural world landscape feature crích territory/bound

ary 

TBC_LL 

natural world landscape feature foithir valley/wooded 

land 

RawB502 

natural world landscape feature maigen place/open 

space 

TBF 

natural world landscape feature móin bog/wasteland TBC_R1 

natural world landscape feature tulchind surface/ top RawB502 

natural world motion of BOW es stream AMarban 

natural world motion of BOW sruth/ sruthair stream, current TBC_LL, FinAch, 

TBC_R1 

natural world motion of BOW téit goes TBF 

natural world vegetation boicsimin reed TBC_R1 

natural world vegetation cáerthann rowan tree TBF 

other fig. description corp body/course TBC_LL 

other fig. description crett stem TBC_LL 

other fig. description cumachtae power/extent TBC_LL 

other fig. description gabul branch TBC_LL 

other figurative fuil blood FinAch, TBC_LL 

other figurative leiges heals TBC_LL 

 

Collocates of sruth ‘river/current’ 

Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

human related violence gaí spear TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

landmark location medón middle ETB 

landmark location or bank/edge ETB 

landmark prepositions a out of AMarban 

landmark prepositions co to BethBr 

landmark prepositions fri against TBC_R1 

landmark prepositions la with TBC_R1 

landmark prepositions re before TBC_R1, TBC_LL 

natural world BOW ab river TBC_R1 
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Collocate 

Category 

Collocate 

Subcategory 

Collocate Translation Source texts 

natural world BOW áth ford TBC_R1, 

MescaUlad 

natural world BOW inber river-mouth MescaUlad 

natural world landscape feature tír land ABeFind 

natural world motion of BOW frissin sruth to the stream TBC_R1 

natural world motion of BOW i n-agthib against TBC_LL 

natural world motion of BOW lasan sruth with the stream AilAu, TBC_R1 

natural world motion of BOW ra sruth with the stream TBC_R1 

natural world motion of BOW risin sruth with the stream TBC_LL 

natural world motion of BOW tuilid flows Tall 

natural world natural element uisce water ETB 

natural world vegetation boicsimin reed TBC_R1 

natural world vegetation crann tree TBC_R1 

natural world wildlife escong eel TBC_LL 

other description barrúani green-topped TBC_LL 

other description brecc  speckled TBC_LL 

other description milis sweet/fresh ABeFind 

other figurative crú gore TBC_LL, SMMD 

other figurative fuil blood Tall, TBC_LL, 

SMMD 

 

 

 


